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When I started the layout in 1993, I didn’t know much about the New York Central.  So, I named the 
layout the Magnolia Northern Division, as seen on the control panel.  Now that I am better educated 
in things NYC, I imagine my layout depicting the Auburn Branch in the mid-to-late 1950’s, 
somewhere between Rochester and Syracuse, New York, although I haven’t modeled anything 
specific to the area. That will have to wait for the next layout.  I’ve spent eighteen years building and 
operating this layout, and although it is essentially complete, it still keeps my interest, so I have no 
immediate plans for demolishing it in order to build a more prototypical one. 
 (Continued on page 14) 
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Continued on Page 3 

New York Central System Historical Society 
 

The New York Central System 
Historical Society (NYCSHS) was 
organized in March 1970 by the 
combined efforts of several 
former employees of the New 
York Central Railroad. The 
NYCSHS is chartered as a non-
profit corporation under the laws 
of the state of Ohio. The mission 
of the NYCSHS is to perpetuate 
the legacy of the New York 
Central System and its 
predecessor lines and subsidiary 
roads through the acquisition and 
preservation of their various 
histories, traditions, documents, 
records, and artifacts; and 
through the dissemination of 
accurate information in a manner 
that is consistent with good 
stewardship and preservation.  
Your membership gets you four 
issues of the popularly acclaimed 
Central Headlight, the official 
publication of the NYCSHS. Only  

available to members, each 
issue contains a wealth of 
information each quarter. 
From steam to diesel (and 
electric), from freight to 
passenger, from branch line 
to mainline, and from the 
early days of Vanderbilt to 
the waning months of 
Young and Perlman, the 
Central Headlight covers it all. 
Our Annual Meetings are 
also an event not to be 
missed, focusing on the 
preservation of New York 
Central railroad history with 
informative speakers, 
presentations and tours. The 
Society also has many NYC 
reference books and 
drawings available for 
purchase. Membership is 
open to all, so don't delay! 
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Old Friends   by President, R. L.  Stoving 

I’m sure that among the readers of this message there are a few who can boast of having been 
modeling in HO scale longer than I, but having switched from 3-rail American Flyer to HO in 1949, 
some 63 years ago, I have gone down the track a few miles.  And in spite of a few minor intrusions 
into my modeling life over the past six decades, including college, marriage, child raising, and several 
moves, I have managed to hang on to a few of my earliest efforts.  I’ve kept them, still run them, and 
wouldn’t think of trashing them.  They are like old friends, and when they roll by they bring back a lot 
of memories. 

Take, for instance, the Athearn MDT refrigerator car that I put together sometime in the early 1950’s.  
When it came time for me to go to college, I scrapped the layout in my parent’s home and grubstaked 
a big model railroad in a church basement in New York City with all of my rolling stock, including the 
reefer.  Sometime in the early 1960’s it and a few other cars, built from some very nice Mainline 
Models wood kits, were spotted beneath some venerable plumbing in the church’s kitchen, one floor  
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Old Friends  (Continued)      by President, R. L.  Stoving 

above.  There was a really nasty leak, undetected at the layout level for about a month, and the 
wooden models became history.  But the steel reefer survived, albeit with some rather realistic 
looking rust streaks here and there.  Fifty years later, the car, rust stains and all, still rolls the rails. 

My very first attempt at a passenger car, a 12-1 Pullman that I built from a j-c Models “silversides” 
kit in 1951, still makes an occasional appearance on my layout.  It is probably my oldest surviving 
model.  It was the unfortunate recipient of my first-ever attempt at decaling, long before I knew 
anything about Solvaset or overspray.  What’s overspray?  I simply painted with a brush back 
then.  The car did look pretty ragged by 1970, so I did pry off the roof, repaint the sides and decal 
the car again (this time as East Rochester, an appropriate name for a 12-section Pullman and one 
with a decidedly New York Central flavor) and yes, I oversprayed to protect the new decals. 

Sure, these and other models on my layout are crude by today’s standards, but that doesn’t make 
them any less dear to me.  They are a part of my past, and as such, please me in ways that the 
most accurate (and expensive) model on my layout can never approach.   

      
Richard L. Stoving, President, NYCSHS       

Photos by Rich Stoving 

 

Like To Talk With Other NYCS Fans? 
If you are a current member of the NYCSHS, you can join others with long-time experience on 
the NYC by signing up for our NYCSHS Yahoo Group. Join a current discussion, start your 
own, or just ask a question, and you will be chatting with NYC ex-employees and modelers. 
Sign up today at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NYCSHS-Members/ All you need to do is 
log on and send us your name and membership number, and you will be quickly approved to 
join this exciting member’s group. 
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From the Cab  The NYCentral Modeler 

This publication of the NYCSHS is for the 
purpose of providing NYCS modeling 
information.  It is a publication by the 
NYCSHS Modeling Committee – all rights 
reserved. It may be reproduced for personal 
use only. It is not for sale. 

Articles and photos submitted for publication 
are encouraged.  Materials submitted are 
considered to be gratis and no reimbursement 
will be made to the author(s) or the 
photographer(s) or his/her representative.  
The Society reserves the right to reject, for any 
reason, any material submitted for 
publication. 

Please contact the editor for information and 
guidelines for submission.  We have a style 
guide to be used for all articles and this will 
be sent to any aspiring author.  Photos should 
be submitted at not less than 640 X 480 pixels 
and in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.  Statements 
and opinions made are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily represent those of the 
Society. 

We make ever effort to ensure all information 
is technically correct, but do not guarantee it 
for accuracy.  All articles and photos should 
be sent to: NYCBigFour@comcast.net 

 

It seems that the time between publications grows 
shorter and shorter.  There is never enough time to 
do all that I want to do or talk to enough modelers. 

It is exciting to find new authors, modelers and 
collectors who love the NYCS as much as I do.  It is 
fun to talk with them about the hobby. 

Every month I scan the modeling publications, the 
Internet, and the letters and emails we receive to try 
to find people with exiting things to share with us. 

One thing is for sure, in that there are a bunch of 
you out there modeling the New York Central 
System.  Each edition has contained some of the 
different ways that you model or collect. 

This month we continue with some of the authors 
who have published with us before and we are 
introducing some new authors. 

We do need to hear from more of you who model or 
collect in scales other than HO.  I hope to find a 
NYCS modeler in Z, TT, and or OO out there 
eventually. If that is you, let me hear from you. 

Please send me your articles, comments and/or 
corrections. NYCBigFour@comcast.net 

I look forward to future editions and your 
comments.  Thanks, Noel 

NYCSHS Publications and Information 
NYCSHS Central Headlight  R. L. Stoving stoving@pdt.net  NYCSHS Books www.nycshs.org  

NYCSHS Website  www.nycshs.org      

NYC Drawings Tom Gerbracht  trg6000@roadrunner.com  

NYC Passenger Car Information  TBD 

NYCSHS NYCentral Modeler  Noel Widdifield NYCBigFour@comcast.net 
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Pellentesque: 

Consectetuer: 

New York Central Extra Board 
Read About Our Authors 

          Andy Szabo “New York Central’s Berkshire Division” - Page 1 

              

 

             

 

 

 

 
        

 

 

Geoffry Bunza “Crossbucks and Crossing Gates” - Page 24 

  

 

Title Photo (Below) “Engine Crew 
Dispatcher Springfield, [Ohio] 3-22-50” 
NYC Photo NYCSHS Collection 

Andy’s fascination with railroads began with his older brother’s Lionel 
trains, a permanent 12’ x 8’ layout in their parent’s basement.  Andy 
switched to HO scale in his early teens, but his interests didn’t settle on the 
New York Central RR until a few years later.  In the interest of full 
disclosure, Andy does admit to a short, misguided period when he, 

Andy, has been actively involved at the Arizona Railway Museum (www.azrymuseum.org) 
for about a dozen years. He is currently Locomotive Foreman, Board Member, and the 
organization’s secretary.  As Locomotive Foreman, Andy leads a small but dedicated crew 
that maintains and operates a 1943 Plymouth ML8 gas/mechanical locomotive, a 1950 
Baldwin DRS-6-6-1500 six-axle diesel-electric locomotive, and a Switchmaster diesel-hydraulic 
car mover.  Andy also serves as Vice-Chairman for the City of Chandler Arizona’s Museums 
Advisory Board, where he represents the railway museum. 
 
Andy graduated in 1982 with a BS in Electrical Engineering from Philadelphia’s Drexel 
University, where he spent much time gazing out classroom windows at Conrail’s GG1 and 
E44 electrics on the elevated ex-Pennsy freight line.  Andy worked in high-end consumer 
audio manufacturing for about thirteen years, taking him from New Jersey to Florida and 
Arizona.  Since 1993, Andy has served as General Manager for a precision metal fabricator, 
where he provides reproduction parts for the preservation of rolling stock at the museum. 

Geoff Bunza started as a model railroader when he received a Mantua 
train set for Christmas at age six.  Interest in the New York Central was 
cemented when riding on a NYC fan trip to Harmon in November 1966, 
behind an S-motor 110.  He fed his interests through college becoming a 
member of the Tech Model Railroad Club (TMRC) at MIT while getting his 
doctorate and three other degrees in Electrical Engineering.   

He has collected Lionel HO trains for many years, interesting him in realistic model animation 
and lighting.  He models the New York Central Railroad and the Great Northern, paying little 
heed to timeframe. Geoff has been diverted from model railroading over the years by 
engineering and management challenges in computer design, automatic test systems, 
electronic design automation, and starting five companies.  He is blessed with his wife, Lin, 
and two terrific sons.  He is a life member of the NMRA and holds an Extra Class amateur 
radio license. 
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New York Central Extra Board  

(Continued) 

Mike Tylick “Anderson, Indiana, Big Four Depot in G Scale” - Page 33 

      

Michael Tylick has been fooling around with electric trains for as long as he can 
remember.  Never one to commit to a single large project, he has instead built a 
number of smaller layouts of various types and in various scales over the years.  A 
retired inner city art teacher, Mike has been a long-time contributor to Model  

Railroader, Railroad Model Craftsman, the NMRA Magazine, and other hobby publications on 
various railroad and historical subjects on all levels in different parts of the country. 
 
Mikes railroad interests lean towards prototype rail and architectural photography, and Mike is 
becoming keenly aware of what can be observed outside the basement. 
 
Recently married, Michael now lives in eastern Massachusetts and has started an On30 railroad 
loosely based on Boston’s Old Colony Lines.  He shares his hobby time as a custom builder 
specializing in railroad structures and rolling stock.  He also works with several organizations 
that build custom model railroads. 

Ron Parisi “NYC’s West Side Freight Line – Part II” - Page 44 

 

 

 

 
 

Ron returns to the NYCentral Modeler with the second part of his NYC West Side 
Freight Line modules story. In this issue we even spell his name correctly.  Ron 
is a lover of all things New York and his love for the city is evident in the care he 
takes with his modeling.  He promises us more articles and these will feature his 
interest in car floats, transfer bridges, piers, railroad tugs and lighters.  We can’t 
wait for him to share some of this with you in future editions. 

Mike Fisher “Mike Fisher’s Fictional NYC Secondary Line” - Page 53 

 

Mike Fisher lives with his wife Karen and two miniature Australian 
Shepherds in Kenoza Lake, New York. He is Chair of the Division of 
Professional Studies at Sullivan County Community College. Mike has been a 
model railroader for most of his 64 years starting with a Marx set at two years 
of age.  

He grew up in New York’s Hudson Valley, studied broadcasting at Syracuse University, and had 
a career in radio and cable television before obtaining his Masters in Media Studies from the New 
School for Social Research and going into college teaching and administration.  He received the 
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Professional Service from the State University of New York. 
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New York Central Extra Board  

(Continued) 

Mike Fisher “Mike Fisher’s Fictional NYC Secondary Line” - Continued 

Will Boyle “LED Lighting for the 20th Century Limited and Other Cars” – Page 60 

Will returns as an author to share with us his modeling skills in lighting some of 
his passenger cars.  Will’s article, “NYC USRA 3-Bay Panel Side 70-Ton Hopper” 
appeared in our 4th Quarter, 2011 edition.  Will is from Niagara Falls, Ontario, 
and worked over 30 years for a company that manufactured high-pressure tube 
fittings. He was given a Lionel, New York Central F-unit as a six-year-old and 

models the Canadian Southern in HO.  His pride is his model of the Tootie Steel, Inc. that is a fully 
integrated, super detailed, and animated steel mill complex.  We hope to see an article on that 
complex from Will in the future. 

Jerome Hall “Creating Mini-Scenes” – Page 68 

 

operations at the time, my trains had names and numbers that matched the prototype. There are 
pictures of my seventh birthday party when I had requested that mother take me and friends 
down to watch trains from a hillside while eating cake and ice cream!  We saw Jerry’s layout in an 
NMRA Magazine and were impressed with his “mini-scenes.”  That led to a phone call and Jerry 
agreeing to send us some photos and captions. 

 

In addition to his interest in model railroading, Mike has a background in aviation and has 
restored and flown several antique aircraft, worked 25 years as an airshow announcer at the Old 
Rhinebeck Aerodrome, and produced airshows for the Sullivan County Chamber of Commerce.  

Dave Mackay “Let’s Grow the Society” – Page 57 

 

 

Dave provides us with another article about representing the 
NYCSHS at train and model shows.  In this one he shows us how to 
create the booth materials needed and how to set up and interact with 
the show attendees.  Let’s get on board and volunteer to go to a show. 

When asked for a bio, Jerry said, ”After reading Rich Stoving's bio perhaps I 
should add that I grew up in Cleveland, Ohio. My grandfather was Assistant 
President of the BLF&E and I rode the Central regularly to visit family. My Lionel 
layout featured NYC locomotives and although I was unaware of prototype 
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NKP Car Company I have confirmed that 
NKP Car Company is doing a limited HO 
run of plated sides for the ACF NYC 
aluminum combines. More can be produced 
if there is an interest.  Contact Tom Scheid at 
NKP car for availability if you are interested 
in a set. He may kit them with an ACF core. 

These cars ran on many of NYC's important 
trains, especially those that did not have a 
baggage dorm. In later years a set ran on the 
New England States in company with a 
baggage dorm. At the time of the PC's 
beginning, some survivors ran as rider cars 
on mail and express trains.  So these cars 
have a lot of utility for serious NYC 
modelers, no matter what your modeling 
period is - post WWII. 

Thanks to Dave Staplin for providing the 
initial information. 

Division Point Models is importing the 
following C-Liner HO limited-run brass 
models: 

DP-6913 NYC 6601/6901 CFA 16-4/CFB 16-4 
A-B set in the as-delivered freight lightning 
stripe with silver trucks.  They will have 
Typhoon horns, nose door handrails and MU 
receptacles.  Total production will be seven 
sets.    
 
DP-6914 NYC 6603/6902 CFA 16-4/CFB 16-4 
A-B set in the freight cigar band scheme with 
appropriate modifications to the safety 
appliances and diaphragms. These models 
feature the homemade lifting tabs on the roof.  

Total production will be five sets. 
 
DP-6915 NYC 5008/5103 CFA 20-4/CFB 
20-4 A-B set of GMD re-engined units in 
the freight lightning stripes with the lift 
tabs and black trucks.  Total production 
will be four sets. 
 
DP-6916 NYC 5013/5015 CFA-20-4 A-A set 
of GMD re-engined units in the freight 
cigar band scheme with black trucks and 
sealed-beam headlights.  Total production 
will be five sets. 
 
DP-6917 4504/4505 CPA 24-5 A-A set in 
passenger lightning stripes with steam 
generator details, gray trucks, sealed-beam 
headlights, and no dynamic brakes.  Total 
production will be five sets. 
 
These models will not duplicate any C-
Liner model previously imported by 
Overland Models. Each model will feature 
added details or paint for an era slightly 
later than those imported by Overland; in 
general, 1956-1963±, (except for the as-built 
#6601,#6901.) 
 
These are being built by the builder who 
built the original Overland models, so they 
should be fully compatible for operation 
and fit and finish. 

 

They should be available in May or June. 
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Division Point is also importing B&A 
Berkshires.  There will be models of the A-
1a, A-1b, and A-1c’s, as well as the Lima 
demonstrator.  These should be available in 
August.  Two years out they should have 
models of the GE U-25’s and U-28’s.  There 
is also an L-1 2-8-4 project that is seventy 
percent reserved.  Please contact Division 
Point if you are interested in obtaining one 
of these models.  They need more 
reservations to move this project along. 

Sunset 3rd Rail has recently sold O Scale E-
7’s in the postwar two-tone gray paint 
scheme.  Unfortunately, the striping and 
lettering are incorrectly done in silver 
instead of white.  Their second E-7 run will 
have the earlier light-gray body paint 
scheme.  Looking at the artwork, these 
models apparently will have the correct 
paint scheme that does use silver. 

 

AHM  As our Society’s Central Headlight is 
doing an article on the NYC Flexi-Flo 
service, I thought it would be a good time to 
see if anyone has upgraded and corrected 
the details on the AHM HO model of the Lot 
941-H Flexi-Flo car.  I would like to feature 
any such models in the next e-zine.  If you 
are interested, but have not yet made the 
attempt, there are two things on the market 
that should make the job easier.  One is the 
Flexi-Flo decal set from Highball Graphics.  
It is detailed for the 1966-built cars, but most 
of it can be used for the 1964-built car that 
AHM modeled.  Each set contains enough 
decals to do two cars.  The artwork from the 

 

What’s New for NYCS Modeling?         
         By Jim Benedict, Associate Editor 

set is shown below.  The other item is 
Walthers 100-ton truck with plastic wheels.  
This has the thirty-six inch diameter wheels 
and the five-foot, ten-inch truck wheelbase 
needed.  A photo of the AHM car and the 
Walthers truck are also shown below.  Please 
email me with photos and construction 
details. WWRRJIM@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLI  Apparently there has been some 
discussion on the Internet regarding the 
accuracy of the reporting marks on the car 
ends for the BLI 1920’s HO boxcar models.  I 
have reviewed these models and they are 
very accurate.  As information, I have 
included photos of the pages from the NYC 
Lettering Instructions Book that show how 
this information is to be placed on the 
various cars, as well as photos of the car ends 
on the models. 
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MTH will shortly be releasing HO models 
of the cars for the Empire State Express and 
both the 1938 and 1940 versions of the 
Twentieth Century Limited.  A catalog photo 
of the 4-4-2 Sleeper is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

3rd Rail a Division of Sunset Models, Inc. 

3rd Rail is taking reservations for NYC T-3 
Electric Locomotives in Black NYC or 
Lightening Stripes livery.  They are being 
advertised for under $500. 

Noel Widdifield provided all of the information from this 
point on this page and the following two pages for 
“What’s New for NYCS Modeling”. 

Photos taken from 3rd Rail website. 

Protocraft  O Scale 

Protocraft is offering a modified 1937 AAR 
10’-6” IH boxcar in O scale.  The cars are 
built in brass by BooRim Precision in Korea.  
The dimensions are accurate with ladders, 
grabs and doors done in lost wax castings. 
They come in 15 versions in 25 railroads 
including NYC. 
http://www.protocraft.com/category.cfm?C
ategoryid=30 

Golden Gate Depot – Golden Gate Depot is 
offering 1948 NYC 20th Century E-7 A-B-A 
and three sets of passenger cars for the 
Century. www.goldengatedepot.com 
Released in late March or early April. 
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The remainder of this section is by Noel Widdifield 

Golden Gate Depot – 80’ Standard 
Heavyweight Coaches in O Scale 

These are available in 2-rail and 3-rail 
configuration in four uniquely numbered 
coaches per set with eight different car 
numbers. Each has complete underbody 
detailing, highly detailed die-cast trucks, 
overhead LED lighting. They come with 
full interior detail and passengers.  
http://www.goldengatedepot.com/reserv
ation.htm 

Bachmann Trains HO Alco FA2 & FB2 
locomotives 

The FA2 had several upgrades over the 
FA1s including an improved 1600-HSP 
Model 244 engine. Also, a lengthened car 
body allowed the addition of a steam 
generator in the A unit for passenger 
service. Bachmann is pleased to offer the 
FA2 with all new tooling in this DCC-ready 
model. DCC sound-equipped models are 
also available. Features include: die-cast 
chassis, dual flywheels, metal handrails, 
detailed fans and E-Z Mate® Mark II 
couplers. 

               

 

Bachmann Trains HO NYC FB2 

 

 

 

 

 

Bachmann Trains HO P&LE Alco S-4 #8664 

Alco’s 1,000-HP S4 switcher was the fourth 
entry in the company’s highly successful “S” 
series of diesels. Their sturdy construction and 
ease of maintenance made them popular with a 
wide variety of railroads. Bachmann is pleased 
to offer the S4 in this DCC-ready 
model. Features include: operating dual 
directional headlights, die-cast chassis, die-cast 
fuel tanks and underframe, die-cast gear tower, 
andE-Z Mate® Mark II couplers.  

Bachmann Trains N Scale NYC EMC Gas 
Electric Doodlebug with Trailer Coach 

 

The Doodlebug is DCC-equipped for speed, 
direction, and lighting, dual-mode NMRA-compliant 
decoder, precision can motor with flywheel drive. It 
has die-cast gear box, one-piece die-cast chassis, die-
cast gear tower with bronze bearings, directional 
headlight, constant interior lighting, Brill trucks, and 
blackened metal NMRA wheel profile. 
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Magazine Articles about the NYCS 

Trains magazine Feb. 2012, page 70.  “At the 
‘Century’s’ green room” photo showing S2 
electric #100 pulling the cars for the 20th 
Century Limited, Hickory Creek observation car 
first through the yards at Mott Haven. 

Fantastic 4-8-4 Locomotives, Special 2012 
from Classic Trains.  The article “A 
Locomotive for all seasons, The Top Three: 
ATSF, N&W, NYC” page 11-12 shows a 
photo of a Niagara passing Hammond, 
Indiana, on October 16, 1949, and compares 
the top three 4-8-4’s. In ”Alco Standards and 
lightweights, FEF’s and Niagaras,” Neil 
Carlson on pages 33-34 covers the “Giants 
East: NYC” pays tribute to the wonderful but 
short-lived NYC Niagaras.  Included are 
another photo of NYC S-1 6017 and the 
Central’s first 4-8-4 HS-1a #800.  Finally on 
page 76 another photo is included of Niagara 
6014 at Crestline, Ohio in May 1954.  The 
publication is a great overview of the 4-8-4 
class of locomotives on all of the railroads 
who owned them and gives very nice 
coverage to the NYC Niagaras. 

Classic Trains Winter 2011 “Central New 
England Beachhead” page 50-51. The Boston 
& Albany Railroad’s Beacon Park rail facility 
is shown in a two-page overhead photo in 
the “Bird’s-Eye View” feature of the 
magazine.  On pages 66–69 Craig A. 
Woodworth tells a story of a visit to relatives 
that turned into a NYC adventure when he 
rode the J-3a Super Hudson No. 5447 from 
Albany to Rensselaer in the fireman’s seat 
with his Uncle Cliff. 

Model Railroader  March 2012, “From 
Freelance to Prototype” pages 60-67,  

 

 

 

NYCSHS member Vic Roman tells about his 
freelance prototype of the NYC from Albany 
to Tivoli, New York.  Vic explains in the 
article that he first modeled a freelance 
railroad but quickly embraced the prototype 
freelance approach after viewing a photo of 
the Rensselaer engine terminal.  Vic has 
promised us a future article for the 
NYCentral Modeler on his 25 x 25 foot HO 
scale layout.  Photos by Lou Sassi and a 
video on the Model Railroader website 
provide excellent coverage of Vic’s fine 
railroad. 

Model Railroader  NYCSHS member Jim Six 
also has an article in the March 2012 Model 
Railroader on “Easy Upgrades for an HO 
scale Caboose.”  The article features Jim’s 
detail enhancements to a Walthers 7500-
series HO scale caboose.  Jim’s NYC Indiana 
Division HO layout is in the early stages of 
construction and has been featured in photos 
and an article in the NYCentral Modeler.  Jim’s 
layout will be one of those on the layout 
tours at the 2012 NYCHS Convention in 
May. 

Classic Trains, Spring 2012,  “Englewood in 
the morning” on page 50 has a great photo 
by John Dziobko of the 20th Century Limited 
arriving at Chicago’s Englewood Union 
Station.  The locos look pretty clean and the 
train includes two stainless-steel passenger 
cars that are Santa Fe coast-to-coast Pullmans 
that will continue on with the Super Chief. 

On Page 82 of the same issue, you will find a 
short article, “The Train That Never Came” 
by Paul Jaenicke.  It is a short story about 
Paul, as a young boy, longing for a glimpse 
of a seldom-seen Michigan Central train 
while walking with his dad along the almost 
abandoned right-of-way in the mid-1960’s. 
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Corrections to Last Issues 

Unfortunately, Ron Parisi’s name was 
misspelled throughout his article in the last 
issue.  That was my fault, and I have 
apologized to him, but that does not make 
up for my mistake. His great article received 
many compliments and hopefully, I spelled 
his name correctly in the second section of 
his article in this issue. 

We received a nice email from Michael 
McDermot, who informed us that, “The 
caption of the photograph, which appears on 
Page 41 of the last issue incorrectly describes 
the engine as an H-7.  In fact, she is an H-5v, 
built for the Indiana Harbor Belt Line in June 
1924.  The clues: the front-end throttle valve 
in front of the stack; the smokebox front, 
which shows that this engine was built with 
an Elesco feedwater heater; the high tender 
with a built-up coal bunker.  After the IHB 
was dieselized, these engines ran out their 
last miles over much of the NYC System.  I 
took photographs of two of them in service 
at Jackson, Michigan in 1954 and 1955.”   

Jim Six and I thank Michael for his 
correction. 

Finally, Roger Hensley informed us that we 
reversed the captions on his photos in our 
last edition.  “The NYC RS-3 shows longtime 
wear… and A NYC GP-7 pulls a boxcar into 
the Anderson Yard…” 

To all of our authors, we ask your patience with 
some of our errors as we all make mistakes, and 
we will probably continue to do that.  We will do 
our best to minimize them in the future. 

We Get Letters 

Mike Dudley of Cincinnati, OH says: “I just  

 

wanted to thank the producers and 
contributors who produce the E-media 
version of the NYCentral Modeler.  I find it 
very enjoyable to read and informative.  I’m 
personally happy to see that NYC modelers 
are out there and active in keeping the 
‘Central’ alive and showing others how 
special it can be to model…Please keep up 
the great work!” 

Pete McGourty  told us in an email: “I am 
only starting and the on-line format is a great 
help.  I know it is hard, but wish it could be 
monthly.  There is so much out there that I do 
not have access to.  AAA Review. 

Pete, one of the things that make it difficult to 
publish more than quarterly, is that we need 
articles from our readers to publish.  I spend a 
good deal of my time trying to persuade people to 
write something for us. 

Carl Liba from Westport, CT, emailed us to 
say: “Just printing out this issue. Several 
comments:  Topics – outstanding. Authors – 
Outstanding.  Which is why I am printing it 
out.  However, 61 pages are too much, too 
much paper, too much ink, too much time to 
get it doublesided.  Time to reduce the 
burden on all of us.  How about trying to get 
it in a lesser amount of pages?  This can be 
done by getting the font size down to what 
you see in books, magazines and the 
newspapers.  But keep the pictures as they 
are.  Thanks for another outstanding issue.  
Thanks for all of the work. 

Carl, we use 12-point type and a font that is very 
readable on line.  We are an online magazine, 
although we are glad that some of our readers 
print out the publication. 

Rick De Candido of Toronto sent an email to 
Rich Stoving complimenting him on the 
books Rich has published, asking some 
questions and telling us: “By the way, Thank 
You for the NYCentral Modeler e-zine. It is 
very interesting and I enjoy reading it”. 
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The layout is based loosely on the “Berkshire 
Division” track plan published in the 1992 Model 
Railroader magazine.  That was a 4’ x 8’ plan, but 
I used a 5’ x 9’ table, with the track plan skewed 
on the table, allowing the addition of a small 
three-track yard.  The layout is scenically 
divided by a curved metal backdrop, which 
separates the town side from the countryside.  
The table is constructed of 1” x 4” redwood, 
with ¾” plywood used in “cookie-cutter” 
fashion for the sub-roadbed. The table is 
supported on 2” x 2” legs with cross bracing.  
The fascia is stained and waxed birch-faced 
plywood, which gives the layout a nice finished, 
furniture-like appearance.  The control panels 
are powder-painted steel, with a silk-screened 
track diagram.  The panels are mounted in 
wooden frames, and hinged for easy access.  The 
roadbed is Homasote, and all track is 
Walthers/Shinohara code-83 nickel-silver.  

	  
The baggage clerk scrambles to get his load 
ready for the arriving EMC Gas-Electric, a 
Bachmann Spectrum product that Andy 
painted and decaled, with a detailed and 
illuminated passenger compartment.  The 
station is a wood and metal kit from Korber 
Models, and the station platform is scratch-
built from styrene with brass rod for the 
railings. 

Major scenic features are constructed with 
the time-honored method of cardboard 
forms, Hydrocal plaster-soaked paper 
towels, and a stippled top layer of colored 
patching plaster.  Vegetation is all from 
Woodland Scenics.  Although there is 
considerable variation in elevation across 
the layout, all track is on the same level, 
supported by risers at a height of 50”. 
 
Operations 
Operations on my layout are pretty laid-
back.  I like to do switching, so much of my 
operating time is spent making and 
breaking up trains, and serving the local 
industries.  But, I also like to run long 
trains, so each session usually includes time 
for trackside rail-fanning, watching the 
train rolling through the scenery.  
Sometimes I run trains that are so long they 
stretch more than halfway around the 
layout. Passenger operations are also 
represented when I feel the urge.  I tend to 
alternate between all-steam or all-diesel 
motive power, but mixing the two also 
gives a nice feel of the steam-to-diesel 
transition era.  And of course, I do stretch 
history a bit by operating steam later than 
the NYC actually did. 
 
Locomotives 
Most of the diesel locomotives are Proto-1000 
or 2000, with a few Atlas Classic and Athearn 
Genesis models rounding out the roster.  
Most of the locomotives were purchased 
already decorated for the NYC.  Steam 
locomotives come from Proto-2000, 
Bachmann Spectrum, Athearn Genesis, and 
Broadway Limited.  Likewise, most of these 
were obtained in NYC livery, but I have 
decaled and weathered some of them.  For 
me, the most important attribute of a model 
locomotive is smooth running, which is why 
all of my earlier older-style Athearn and 
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Bowser locomotives have been long retired 
from active duty.  They just didn’t live up to 
the standards set by today’s models. 
 

 
A mighty Class S1b Niagara, horn blaring, 
pounds the rails on its way to points east 
with a hot freight.  The locomotive is by 
Broadway Limited and the interlocking 
tower is an old Alexander Scale Models kit, 
built by Andy when he was a teenager. 

 
A light Pacific rounds the curve with the 
local commuter train.  The locomotive is an 
Athearn Genesis, heavily weathered to 
indicate its many years of service.  This 
steamer has been upgraded with a Hudson 
tender from Broadway Limited.  The 
passenger cars are from Walthers. 
 
All locomotives have been outfitted with 
constant-intensity headlights, which 

thanks to my pulse-width-modulated 
throttle, stay lit even when the locos are 
not moving.  Constantly-lit headlights are 
pretty common nowadays on DCC 
layouts, but not so common for 
conventional DC layouts like mine. My 
throttles never turn off completely, 
keeping a very narrow pulse applied that 
is too weak to turn the motor.  But, the 
pulse does supply enough power for my 
headlight circuit, which rectifies, filters 
and regulates the voltage to the bulb.  
Some of the locomotives also have 
directional lighting.  Most of the 
headlights use incandescent bulbs, but 
some of my more recent efforts use 
Miniatronics Yelo-Glo LEDs, which have 
a nice color. Because the LEDs are so 
efficient, the headlight circuit is now 
smaller in size, which has allowed me to 
add headlights to the smaller locomotives 
where I previously couldn’t. 
 
Rolling Stock 
The freight rolling stock is from just about 
every manufacturer, including Athearn, 
Lifelike/Walthers, Roundhouse, Accurail, 
Train Miniature etc., and represents the 
accumulation of rolling stock collected 
over 40 years. In other words, I still run 
cars acquired when I was a teenager, as 
well as my more recent purchases.  
Freight cars never seem to die.  All have 
been fitted with Kadee couplers, 
weathered trucks and/or bodies, and 
additional weight.  A few I custom-
painted and decaled, but they are in the 
minority.  Most are lettered for NYC or 
for northeastern lines that would have 
likely interchanged with my railroad. 
 
My one-and-only brass model is a NYC 
19000-Series wood caboose, a signature 
piece that seemed an absolute necessity 
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for my NYC-inspired layout.  Or at least, 
that is how I justified its considerable cost.	  

	  
 
This view from the corner of the layout shows 
the small yard made possible by skewing the 
trackplan on a larger table.  A Proto-1000 
RDC-3 slows in preparation for a stop at the 
station, while an Atlas EMD GP-7 and Alco 
RS-3 idle in the yard. This photo really 
demonstrates the power of Helicon Focus, 
with a depth-of-field of almost eight feet! 
 
Passenger cars are all more recent 
acquisitions from Walthers, plus one each 
from Kato and Bachmann Spectrum.  My 
collection of “shorty” passenger cars was 
retired long ago.  The present fleet is a 
mix of heavyweight, smooth-side steel 
and fluted-stainless cars.  Unfortunately, 
due to tight track radii, the heavyweights 
are relegated to the display shelf, and 
even the streamlined cars are operated 
only occasionally, and with great care!  So 
for now, my passengers are served 
primarily by an EMC gas-electric and an 
RDC-3. 
 
Structures 
Nearly all the structures on the layout are 
from plastic kits offered by Walthers 

Cornerstone, Design Preservation Models, 
and others.  A few are wood and metal 
kits.  Most of the structures were 
assembled per instructions, although I do 
custom painting and weathering, and add 
interiors, lighting, signs and rooftop 
details to all buildings.  Several of the 
structures that abut the backdrop have 
their rear edges chopped and contoured 
to fit the curve of the backdrop.  I have 
two Walthers meatpacking plants, but it 
would take a keen eye to notice that two 
buildings are from the same kit.  One was 
slightly modified to serve as the Mystery 
Chemical Company, and another packing 
plant was stretched into a warehouse by 
using some of the rear walls to lengthen 
the front walls.   

 
The largest customer on the layout, the 
Mystery Chemical Company, receives tank 
cars of raw materials, and ships out finished 
products via boxcar.  This large complex is a 
slightly modified Walthers Cornerstone 
Champion Meat Packing Plant, with interior 
details added that suggest some sort of 
mysterious industrial processing.  The small 
building on the right (where the secret 
formulas are mixed) was kit-bashed from the 
first floor of the boiler-house from a second 
packing plant kit.  The storage tanks and 
piping are from assorted Walthers detail kits.  
The tank car unloading facility is kit-bashed 
from a Walthers truck loading kit. 
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A Walthers Roberts Printing Plant was 
modified in a similar fashion, yielding a very 
large backdrop-hugging structure. 
 

 
Nana’s Pies honors the wonderful pies made 
by Andy’s grandmother (it’s a Division of 
Gummersbach Foods, after her maiden name).  
Fresh fruits from local growers are brought in 
by truck, and finished pies are whisked off to 
market in express reefers. The building is from 
a Laube’s Linen Mill kit by Design 
Preservation, with a scratch-built loading 
dock. 
Most of the businesses are named for 
family members or others who have 
influenced my life, although not all of the 
buildings have been fitted with signs yet.   
These include Granma’s Moth-Proof Cold 
Storage, named for my grandmother who 
always smelled of mothballs; Nana’s Pies, 
named for my other grandmother famous 
for her pies; Holt Machinery, to honor the 
ex-machinist who was my mentor at the 
museum; Steven’s Coal, for my brother 
who initiated my interest in railroads; 
Lexine’s Happy Apple Restaurant, a name 
invented by my daughter when she was 
four years old, and many others. 
 
 
 

 
Coal is still the king of fuels in this world, so 
Stevens Coal is kept busy unloading hoppers 
of coal, and delivering truckloads to local 
business and residences.  Here, a Proto-2000, 
Class DES-16M, EMD SW9 brings in another 
load.  The coal yard is a re-arranged Walthers 
Cornerstone O.L. King & Sons kit, with coal 
trucks by Woodland Scenics. 
 

 
A worker at the Purina Feedmill helps a local 
farmer with his load before the next rail 
delivery arrives. This building is from a 
Walthers Cornerstone Sunrise Feedmill kit, 
with signs scanned from an old issue of 
Model Railroader, re-sized and printed on the 
computer. 
 
Vehicles 
I think the choice of vehicles is an 
important one, because few things will 
instantly date the scene as much as 
vehicles do.  Most non-railfans don’t 
know an Alco RS-3 from a Niagara, or 
when they operated, but seeing a ’57 
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Chevy instantly identifies the scene as 
being in the late 1950’s. So, I take great 
care in choosing my vehicles, and make 
sure that nothing is newer than 1959.  I 
also like vintage vehicles, so they are 
more than just “supporting actors” to me.  
I’m most fond of the Classic Metalworks 
Mini-Metals, but I also have quite a few 
from Busch and Lifelike, plus a few cast 
metal and cast resin kits from Alloy 
Forms and others. 

 
The economy is booming, as evidenced by 
downtown traffic in this noontime photo. 
You can see a few of the many vehicles that 
Andy has spread around the layout. 
 
Electronics 
Being a frustrated ex-electronics engineer, 
my train layout serves as an outlet (no 
pun intended) for my electrical talents, so 
it has more than the usual amount of 
circuitry supporting its operation. 
 
The layout was started when DCC was in 
its infancy, and I have stayed with 
conventional DC and block control ever 
since.  Track power from two throttles is 
routed through SPDT center-off toggle 
switches, with indicating bi-color LEDs, 
mounted on the control panel.  The layout 

is small enough that the second throttle is 
rarely used.  Each track turnout has an 
associated 6-pole relay, actuated by a 
microswitch connected to the turnout’s 
point.  When the turnouts are thrown, the 
relay controls the frog polarity, drives 
panel-mounted indicating LEDs, and 
provides route information to an as-yet, 
unbuilt signaling system.

 
On the main control panel large bi-color 
LEDs indicate throttle assignment, smaller 
yellow LEDs show turnout position, and tiny 
green LEDs show the power status of sub-
blocks, which are useful for isolating 
locomotives on yard tracks. 
 
I have no plans to convert to DCC, as I am 
very happy with my custom-built 
throttles.  They operate by pulse-width 
modulation, which feeds the motor with 
pulses of constant 12-volt amplitude, but 
of varying width to control the speed of 
the motor.  Furthermore, the throttle 
samples the back-EMF generated by the 
motor between pulses, and uses the 
information to tightly regulate speed.  I 
developed these throttle in the mid-80’s, 
long before this technique became 
popular on commercial throttles and 
decoders.  The end result is extremely 
smooth starting and stopping and 
excellent low-speed performance.  The 
throttles also feature wired remote  
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controls, so I can be anywhere in the room 
while operating. 
 
Several custom-built power supplies keep 
everything running: 12 volts @ 13 amps; 5 
volts @ 3 amps; 1.5 volts @ 1 amp, and 3 
volts @ 1 amp.  The latter two energize 
circuits intended to run off batteries.  
There is also a 60-volt capacitive-
discharge supply for my two twin-coil 
switch machines, and a 48-volt supply for 
the military surplus relays that I use.  I 
like my electronics to have a 50’s feel too, 
so I use large, clunky toggle switches on 
the control panel, and those military 
relays operate with a nice loud “ka-ping.” 
 
Most of the structures use small 3-volt 
incandescent bulbs for lighting, with 
several lamps connected in series with a 
resistor, and powered by the 12-volt 
system.  Since these bulbs are 
permanently mounted inside the sealed 
buildings, making replacement 
impossible, I was concerned about the 
lamps’ longevity.  To help preserve the 
bulbs, I developed what I call a “lamp-
saver” circuit, which slowly turns on each 
bulb, reducing the thermal shock when 
the cold bulb is turned on.  The circuit 
also features over-voltage protection in 
case the 12-volt power supply goes nuts.  
In more recent projects I’ve started using 
white LEDs, harvested from Christmas 
light strings, and those do not require the 
extra protection.  In 18+ years of 
operation I have yet to lose a bulb. 
 
Although structure lights are on all the 
time, all of the streetlights and other 

outdoor lights are controlled by a 
photoelectric circuit that automatically 
turns them on when the room lights are 
dimmed. And, speaking of room lights, 
the train room is illuminated by four 48” 
6500K fluorescent lamps that provide a 
nice diffuse daylight effect. 
 
The short tunnel on my layout features 
infrared sensors spaced every few inches, 
for complete detection of any rolling stock 
inside.  The sensors drive trackside 
signals at each portal to show occupancy 
of the tunnel, and a fascia-mounted LED 
bar graph display on each side of the 
layout shows the exact position within the 
tunnel.  When I do switching moves on 
this small layout, the train may be 
operating in one end of the tunnel, and 
another consist might be parked at the 
other end.  Knowing where they are is 
very important! 

 
At the west end of the layout, a large building 
disguises the end of the steel backdrop.  
Looking from this end of the layout offers an 
alternate view of the town, while the curved 
divider still hides most of the country scene. 
 
The mainline grade crossing is protected by 
American Models operating wig-wag 
signals, coupled with an ITT Products HQ-
Series bell sound module and speaker.  The 
logic for the signals is a Flashmaster unit 
made by TDP & Associates, but I added a  
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custom photoelectric system for detection, 
using tiny photocells between the ties.  Since 
I wanted the system to operate over a wide 
range of room lighting, the system has a 
reference photocell located adjacent to the 
crossing, which measures the ambient light 
and adjusts the trip point automatically.  The 
system operates reliably from full room 
lighting down to almost too dark to see. 

 
A view from the east end of the layout, 
showing how the scenic divider disappears 
into the hillside.  The town side dominates 
the layout on the left, while the smaller 
country side is on the right. 
 
 

Storage 
Rather than mount lengths of track to the 
cabinet shelves, shallow recesses were cut 
into each shelf, with the same width as 
the spacing between rails.  This makes it 
easy to put equipment in the cabinet, as 
the wheels just drop into the grooves with 
little effort. 

 
Note the cutout recesses that made track not 
required for storing locomotives and cars in the 
cabinets along the wall in Andy’s train room. 
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An overall view of the downtown area.  This 
part of town is represented by a U-shaped 
roadway, with the left side ascending a slight 
hill towards the backdrop.  All buildings 
have detailed interiors and illumination. 
 
MY MODEL TRAIN PHILOSOPHY 
I’m pretty much a lone-wolf modeler, so 
having the opportunity to share my 
layout with other New York Central 
modelers is a real treat for me.  I enjoy 
virtually every aspect of building and 
operating a scale model railroad, and 
nothing soothes the nerves after a 
frenzied day at work like coming home to 
my own little HO-scale world.  Modelers 
come in all stripes: it’s one of the things 
that make this such a great hobby!  I 
might label myself as a “Prototype-
Utopian” modeler, meaning that I model 
things the way I want them to be, rather 
than the way things are in real life.  
Although I am increasingly guided and 
inspired by the real world, I choose to run 
steam a little later; I largely ignore the 
decline of the railroads in the 1950’s; and I 
depict a world a little cleaner, neater and 
well…better, than the real thing.  It’s what 

makes me happy, and that’s what hobbies 
are all about!  I’ve accomplished a lot in 
the eighteen years of constructing this 
layout: I’ve increased my modeling skills 
many-fold; and I’ve learned a lot about 
my favorite prototype, and most 
importantly, about myself.  I just hope I 
can remember half of it when it comes 
time to design and build a new layout! 

 
A Class DRS-1B Alco RS1 shakes the bridge 
as it crosses over Railroad Avenue.  The Atlas 
Classics locomotive was supposedly a “new 
condition” eBay rip-off that required a lot of 
effort to bring back its current good looks.  
Andy feels he got the last laugh on this one, 
as it’s now one of his favorites. 
 
About The Photographs 
Taking photographs of model train 
layouts is always difficult due to the 
limited depth-of-field available at such 
close range.  All too often, the out-of-focus 
foreground and background immediately 
identifies a photograph as fake, and spoils 
any attempts we might make to fool the 
viewer (if only for a moment) that our 
models are the real thing.  To help 
overcome this problem, I purchased 
Helicon Focus Software ($30 for a one-
year license, www.heliconsoft.com). 
Using a Pentax K2000 DSLR mounted on 
a tripod, I took ten to fifty exposures of 
each scene, with each image focused at a 
point progressively deeper into the scene.  
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Each set of images was then processed 
with Helicon Focus, which produces a 
single composite picture that is in focus 
from front-to-back.  The software has 
many user-adjustable parameters; I 
employed all the default settings, and am 
very pleased with the results.  The process 
is a little tedious, but I spent far more time 
composing each scene than I did taking 
and processing the multiple images. 

 
Although not served by rail, Granma’s Moth-
Proof Cold Storage is a major business in 
town.  The structure is kitbashed from a 
Walthers Cornerstone Champion Meat 
Packing Plant, with the rear walls turned 
around and attached to the front, for a 
stretched version of the original.  The 
building was contoured to fit against the 
curved backdrop, with a new roof made of 
styrene.  The animated sign is from Miller 
Engineering.  Although the billboard’s “cigar-
band” NYC herald is too modern for the 
layout’s era, Andy just couldn’t resist adding 
this item. 
I also purchased a piece of sky-blue foam-
core board which I used as a backdrop for 
some of the scenes.  Doing so eliminated 
distracting items in the background, like 
pictures hanging on the wall of the train 
room.  In addition to the fluorescent room 
lighting, some of the scenes also used 

another 6500K CFL lamp mounted in a 
reflector, aimed directly at the layout, or 
bounced off a piece of white foam-core 
board. It’s been a lot of fun preparing the 
photographs to accompany this article, 
and the new techniques have certainly 
provided some previously impossible 
views of my little slice of the New York 
Central. 

 
An aerial view of the downtown area, with 
buildings by Walthers Cornerstone and 
Design Preservation.  One building has been 
cut in half diagonally to fit against the 
backdrop, with the front half on the right side 
of the street, and the rear half with the light 
gray roof on the left side of the street. 

 
A Walthers Cornerstone Robert’s Printing 
Plant was stretched by bringing the rear wall 
around to the front, with the roofline 
contoured to fit against the scenic divider.  
The silver building is a Northside Tool & Die 
by Suydam, an all-metal kit that Andy 
soldered together in the early 80’s. 
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A pair of Class DFA-2D/DFB-2D, EMD F7’s 
rattle across the bridge, pulling a string of 
reefers. The locomotives are by Athearn 
Genesis, and the bridge is from Atlas.  The 
slow-moving creek was modeled using acrylic 
paints topped with thin layers of gloss 
acrylic medium. 

 
A light Mikado eases up to the engine service 
area to satisfy its appetite for coal and 
water, while a string of coal hoppers wait to 
unload their burden into the conveyor 
between the rails.  The locomotive is an 
Athearn Genesis, and the coaling tower is a 
modified Bachmann kit.  The water column is 
fed by a storage tank located offstage. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Two Proto-2000 Class DES-8 Alco S2’s make 
their way across the bridge with a local 
freight.  The bridge is by Atlas. 

 
A mighty Class S1b Niagara, horn blaring, 
pounds the rails on its way to points east 
with a hot freight.  The locomotive is by 
Broadway Limited and the interlocking 
tower is an old Alexander Scale Models kit, 
built by Andy when he was a teenager. 
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For the last few years, I have been experimenting with new materials and techniques in the hopes 
of improving some of my modeling, and of achieving better results in scale lighting, movement, 
and sound, since my great interest (besides the New York Central) is in model animation.  
Experimentation implies that not everything is likely to work out well, particularly with early 
trials.  So, I started with old materials from my scrap box, and, in this case, it meant starting with 
some old Plasticville (now Bachmann) crossing gates and crossbucks.  Yes, you read it right.  
These had not graced my layout or diorama for over 20 years!  But they were expendable.  What 

I wound up with was so 
much better (by 
operation, looks, and 
cost) than the 
alternatives, that they 
are the standard for me, 
and there is still room 
for improvement! 
 
  First, a little history: 
crossing gates were put 
in place to protect 
crossings, as a 
supplement to the 

	  

	  

NYC in Ohio from the video Niagaras and Mohawks by Sunday River Productions	  

Crossbucks	  and	  Crossing	  Gates	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Geoffrery	  Bunza	  	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  
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flagman who was stationed there to warn traffic.  They became increasingly important as 
vehicular traffic increased.  Originally, they were manually operated by the flagman-come-
gateman.  To ease the operation, counterweights were added for balance, and a geared, hand-
crank mechanism was sometimes used.  Later, pneumatic operation allowed the gateman to 
remain somewhat more comfortably in a crossing shack, which was sometimes elevated.  From 
there he could operate the gates remotely, protected from the weather.  Electric motors replaced 
the pneumatic mechanisms, 
and are still in use today.  
Gates were originally 
painted white, very often 
with black stripes (with 
vertical, forward, and 
reverse stripes all in use).  
Yellow and black were 
sometimes used later.  
Today, white with red 
reflective stripes are 
common.  From very early 
on, three red lights were 
mounted along the arm of 
the gate.  FRA regulations 
specified that the endmost 
light was to remain on 
steady, and the two inward 
lights were to flash 
alternately. 
 
Crossbucks with warning 
lights evolved, too, with 
even more variations.  These 
included simple signs, 
diamonds, crossed boards, 
and rectangles, with and 
without one, two, or four 
lights.  Colors started with 
black on white, but also included red and yellow variations.  I tried to stick with a variation that 
looked good and was easy to model.  Both the gate and the crossbuck signal I will describe 
appeared in videos of the New York Central, and were likely used from the 1940’s through the 
early 1960’s.  The modeled gate is of the pneumatic type, which is great for me as my next step 
will be to animate its movement and add a crossing bell sound. 

	  

Greenpoint Ave., Blissville, New York, from the web site 
http://www.trainsarefun.com/lirr/trestles/lirrtrestles.htm	  
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Crossbucks 
 
Now, let’s model the crossbucks - they’re easy and make a great one-evening project!  We’re 
going to start with a Bachmann Plasticville crossbuck.  (Figure 1) 

Trim the bottom of the light housing to make the top and bottom of the light enclosure 
symmetric, and file smooth. Make sure that the red plastic lenses are fully seated, and seal them 
in by applying Tamiya X-27 clear red acrylic paint (Tamiya No. 81027) to both sides of the 
lenses. Make sure that there are no holes or cracks around each lens.  (Figure 2) 
 
Now trim off the original crossbucks and file the pole for a symmetric, tapered fit.  Get a Tichy 
set of crossbucks, cut off the Tichy crossbucks from their pole, and file the back flat.  Also file a 
flat on the original Bachmann pole in an appropriate location. Note that the prototype placed 
these at varying heights to suit the situation on site.  (Figure 3) 
 
 

 

Figure 1: Unmodified Plasticville crossbuck	  

 

Figure 2: Clear red acrylic paint applied to lenses	  
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Two 0603 surface mount device (SMD) light emitting diodes (LED’s) will be used for the lights.  
The 0603 denotes the size of the LED in inches (.060 by .030 inches – that’s tiny). You can learn 
how to wire these yourself by looking through a clinic I gave at an NMRA division meet in 
Oregon (http://home.comcast.net/~gbglacier/Clinics/SMDLED_Clinic_1.5.pdf), in an article in 

the February 2012 issue of Model Railroad Hobbyist 
(http://model-railroad-hobbyist.com/), and from other sources 
on the web.  Pre-wired white or red LED’s can be obtained 
from several vendors to make your life a bit easier.  I often 
use a European vendor, ledbaron 
(http://stores.ebay.com/ledbaron) to get pre-wired 0603 and 
0402 white LED’s at a reasonable cost (about 47 cents each).  
They are wired with 38-gauge enameled magnet wire (thinner 
than a human hair), which allows you to embed them in 
models quite easily.  (Figure 4) 
 

	  

Figure 3: Modifications to the combined Plasticville (left) and Tichy (right) crossbucks 

	  

Figure 4: SMD pre-wired LED 
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Drill a No. 70 hole (or a very small hole) into the base to run the LED wires.  (Figure 5)  Next, 
drill a shallow 1/16th-inch indentation in the back of each lens, wide enough to fit the LED, and 
glue a pre-wired LED into the indentation so that the LED will illuminate forward through the 
lens.  Use a clear glue to hold them in place.  After drying, layer a coating of white Elmer’s glue 
over the back to seal off everything and to hold the wires in place.  (Figure 6) 

Now paint the pole white, and paint over the wires to hold them in place against the pole and 
hide them. Finish by painting the light housings and base a dark charcoal gray or black; the 
LED’s are bright so thoroughly cover the housing with paint.  You can also add a small placard 
below the lights indicating the number of tracks in the crossing.  The base can also be trimmed 
down, if you wish.  I glue a thin piece of cut steel flashing, or steel shim stock (about .001 thick) 

	  
Figure 5: Drilling a No. 70 hole into the mast base for the LED wires; note the exit location of the drill bit 

	  
Figure 6: Gluing the LED’s into the drilled indentations on the back of each lens 
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to the bottom, and embed a small magnet, obtainable from Radio Shack (P/N 64-1895) or 
elsewhere, in the “ground” where the crossing will be located.  The magnet will hold the signal 
in place, but if a 1:1 scale worker (me!) knocks it over, you can simply put it back in place with 
no damage.  You can guess why I learned to do this! 
The completed crossbuck compares well with commercially made crossing signals and costs 
about $2.00.  (Figure 7)   

	  

Figure 7: The completed crossbuck (center) compared to a stock Plasticville (left) and commercially made 
illuminated signal (right) 
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You can drive the LED’s with a very simple flasher circuit, which will work quite well with a 
supply voltage range from 4 to 9 volts.  (Figure 8) 

 
Crossing Gates 
 
The Bachmann Plasticville crossing gate was never really appealing to me, but I was on a roll 
with my experimentation, so I thought I would try to improve the gate.  (Figure 9)  Besides, what 

I really wanted to do was to model a gate 
with the three appropriate lights on it - 
operating!  A prototype pneumatic gate has 
two long boards comprising the arm, with a 
set of reinforcements between them.  In my 
model, I simplified the reinforcements to a 
number of spacers depending on the length 
of the arm.  The length of the arm was 
determined by what it was guarding: a 
pedestrian walkway would be quite short, 
two lanes of a road much longer. 

	  
Figure 8: Flasher circuit 

	  
Figure 9: Unmodified Plasticville crossing gate 
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Start by cutting off the original arm back just after the pivot 
point, and leave a short stub of the arm.  (Figure 10)  
Flatten it with a file but leave as much of it in place as 
possible. The new arm will be glued to the flattened stub.  
Get two styrene strips, 0.125 thick - 1/8-inch long by 0.20 
thick by whatever length you need for the arm.  Glue the 
strips together at one tip only and let dry.  Place the pair in 
a vise, and taper one side with a long file, then the other, so 
you have a barely perceptible taper towards the glued end 
(glued end smaller).  You can taper them even after you 
glue them to the arm pivot base, but it’s easier if you do the 
tapering first. 
 
Glue the wide end of the tapered arm to the pivot base 
where you flattened it before. Begin adding spacers 
between the arms with scrap slivers of plastic.  (Figure 11)  
Space them to coincide with the placement of where the 
three arm lights will be attached. The spacers should be 
notably less than the width (0.125-inch) of the arm, even 
with the top edge, but not extending all the way to the 

	  

Figure 10: Cut off the gate arm, leaving a short stub 

	  

Figure 11: New arms attached 
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bottom.  Add 8” scale decal stripes to both sides of the arm.  
 
Next, glue three, red, pre-wired 0402 LED’s on the arm (yes, they are even smaller than the ones 
we used in the crossing flashers before).  I put them on the spacers I added to reinforce the arm 
spacing.  I have also learned to buy only white LED’s, and color them as I needed with either 
permanent marker pens or Tamiya clear paint.  Both techniques work very well, but the marker 
ink dries faster.  Remember 
that the end light stays on 
steady when activated, while 
the two inner lights typically 
alternate.  They do not have to 
be synchronized with the 
crossbuck flashers,  but the 
same circuit shown above can 
drive all the flashing LED’s at 
the crossing.  Drill a No. 66 
hole through the base, and 
thread the wires through the 
hole.  Position the wires 
underneath the spacers along 
the arm.  A drop of glue will 
hold the wires in place. 
 
Using black or a dark charcoal 
gray, finish painting the pivot 
base and the counterweights, 
and protect the decals with a 
clear overcoat.  Total cost is 
about the same $2.00 as for the 
crossbucks.  The three lights 
on the arm look amazing.  
(Figure 12) 
 
Next for me is an actuating 
mechanism and a detector - 
more experimentation to 
come! 
 

	  
Figure 12: The completed crossing gate with lights 
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Westcott’s classic book 101 Track Plans.1 contained drawings of structure models, 
too large to fit in the foreground of a model railroad that had been cut away to 
expose the interior to full view.  Rarely modeled, cut away structures offer 
excellent opportunities to fit a few very large buildings in the foreground and to 
show off highly detailed interiors.  The idea of “cropping” a model also fits well 
with modern photographic-thought since the “frame” always comes to an end 
and the view must be cut off at some point.  This idea sometimes finds its way 
into traditional two-dimensional art. 

A model of the Anderson, Indiana depot was needed for Noel Widdifield’s G 
scale Big Four Railroad but only a small strip of land in the foreground was 
available.  The prototype station is quite large-a full-scale model would be over 
five feet long.  The station also had to be modified to fit on the inside of a sharp 
curve with clearance for long overhanging passenger cars.  Careful templates 
were made to insure a good fit, and an extra half-inch was included in the 
calculations for padding.  Clearance for the railroad equipment is vital if the 
trains are ever to be operated. 

Model building in G scale is a doubled edged sword.  A much greater level of 
detail is required than in the smaller scales, but the detail is much easier to build.  
An extensive selection of half-inch scale lumber and finish molding is available 
for the miniature market, but they are not always easy to find.  Exterior siding for 
miniatures is mostly clapboard.  Plastruct makes a wide selection on brick and 
masonry siding, but their products are styrene.  Mixing large areas of the two 
materials leads to trouble since their expansion and contraction rates are quite 
different.  All-styrene construction seemed to be the best approach for strength 
and longevity.  The decorative moldings had to be handmade, but a little 
imagination and a good stock of strip, quarter round, half round, and rod 
sections made devising believable moldings not too hard to figure out.  A few 
older stations still exist in my area, but most of the interiors have been 
modernized.  Much of the detail work was taken from Victorian era schools and 
libraries, which still have most of the wonderful original detail work still intact, if 
a bit worn from wear.2 

After visiting several miniature shops, I was concerned about finding suitable 
interior furnishings.  Much period office furniture is available, but the products 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  By	  Mike	  Tylick	  	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  except	  as	  noted	  
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tend to be the high-end furniture one might find in a successful lawyer’s office.  
The functional office furniture found in railroad building is really not available, 
so the interior details were scratch built by Noel. I must say I was impressed with 
his work-looking at the completed interiors brought me back to the depots of my 
youth.  The only thing missing was the faint clicking of the telegraph key in the 
background.  

 

An overall view of the trackside exterior.   

Except for a short side wall, the front and one segment of the bay end are the 
only exterior walls modeled on the structure.   Although this wall can barely be 
seen from normal viewing areas, G scale is so large that some detail had to be 
included. A blank wall would also be very noticeable.

  

The waiting room side of the trackside exterior. 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
(Continued)	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Tylick	  	  	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  except	  as	  noted	  
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The siding is made from Plastruct G scale brick and stone textures.  Because 
of the large surface areas and problems with expansion and contraction, it 
was judged best to construct the entire model from styrene.  Siding was 
primed with spray can sand brush painted with acrylic craft paint.  Textures 
and mortars were built up with washes of appropriately colored watercolor 
paints. 

 

A closer view of the ticket office/ telegrapher’s bay.   

The windows are modified Grandt Line G scale castings, the large rounded 
window almost scratchbuilt around some casing parts from the Grandt 
castings.  The wainscoting is scratchbuilt as well.  Fortunately there was only 
one of these windows.  In all cases the “exterior” side of the windows--the 
one with the outer frames, were made to face the interior to replicate masonry 
windows.  Upper casements were kitbashed from the same castings.  The 
lower portion was hung upside down so that the sash would be on the inside 
on the bottom.  These details show up in G scale. 

 

 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  (Continued)	  	  by	  Mike	  Tylick	  	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  except	  as	  noted	  
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The roof supports and windows required a good deal of time to fabricate. 

Again I was fortunate that only three roof brackets were needed for this model.    
Since the curved braces were cut with a compass circle cutter blade, a complete 
circle provided enough arcs for four brackets.  The decorative trim was fashioned 
from different sizes of styrene tube and rod.  After filling the seams with Bondo 
Glazing Putty, the assembly was sanded smooth and wood texture scribed into 
the surface with a razor saw blade. For three brackets, it seemed quicker to build 
them as opposed to making a master and a rubber mold, but if additional 
brackets were necessary, I would likely have cast the parts. 

 

 

 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
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The Anderson sign was laser cut by a friend and turned out very authentic looking. 

The arch is made from .020” styrene “stones” which have been textured with 
Bondo.  I was going to draw the sign on my computer, but a friend offered to 
laser cut a shallow depth version for me. 

 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  (Continued)	  	  by	  Mike	  Tylick	  	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  except	  as	  noted	  

You can see the thickness of 
the walls in this photo	  
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Plastic sheet was laminated to about a scale nine inches thick to give the wall 
edge the appearance of scale thickness.  In reality, it would probably be thicker, 
but the wall already started to appear too thick visually. 

 

Interior walls were laminated to a scale four inches thick.   

The wainscoting is appropriately sized (.125”) v-groove siding.  The baseboard 
and other moldings are from a lamination of various styrene strips, rods, quarter 
round and half rounds.   Decorative window corners were made from .040” 
styrene with holes drilled for the recess.  Center knob is a bit of electrical wire 
insulation.  To handle this small piece, the wire was cut oversize, and “flood 
glued” with styrene cement.  When everything had hardened, the excess knob 
was trimmed with sprue cutters.  Woodwork was painted with acrylic raw 
sienna mixed with a little raw umber to redden the color.  Grain was faux 
painted with a stiff brush and dark burnt umber acrylic. Brush marks were 
purposely left showing to simulate the grain. When dry, gloss clear finish was 
sprayed over the woodwork, followed by a satin finish to kill the very high gloss. 
Plaster walls were painted at the very end. 
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The ceiling is stippled textured with Gesso to give a different surface than the walls.   

Lighting fixtures are ½” scale miniature products.  The wires are routed through 
slots cut into the beams and the wall, which are filled.  Dormer is an added 
complication but helps to break the monotony of the large vaulted ceiling. 

           

A view of the ticket and stationmaster’s office.  

 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
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The exposed beam construction is common in many stations and supports the 
roof much like the prototype.  The small quarter rounds at the joint between the 
beam and ceiling perform much the same purpose as on the prototype: to hide 
imperfections in the joinery. 

 

 

 

Notice wood sheathing is left exposed and conventional rafters used.  The attic 
was copied my memories of Victorian era schools. 

 

Anderson,	  Indiana	  Big	  Four	  Depot	  in	  G	  Scale	  
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Trainmaster’s office 
has a conventional 
ceiling.  Only one wall 
of the bay had to be 
built. 

	  

An unfinished 
attic above the 
trainmaster’s 
office waiting 
to be filled 
with boxes and 
other junk.  	  
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Overall view of interior of the ticket booth and trainmasters’ office. 

A closer view of the ticket window.  Bars are styrene rod.  Two styrene strips 
were used for horizontal bars.  They were taped together and drilled to accept 
vertical styrene rods.  Tiny details like this are not difficult in larger scales. 

Footnotes 
1. Lynn’s book has been reprinted many times and is still available from Kalmbach 
Books and other vendors. 
2. The author worked for a number of years in city elementary schools, so he was quite 
familiar with the interiors.  Most large cities have restored older schools as 
administrative buildings, which are open to the public, as are most schools if 
permission is obtained.  Many older schools have been recycled into condominiums, 
and the interiors are available for viewing as the units come up for sale. 
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. 	   	  

 

 

Interiors for Mike’s model finished and furnished by Noel Widdifield.  
Photos above by Noel. 
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Anderson, Indiana Big Four Depot in 1/1 Scale 

	  

NYC L-3 #3013 rolls a freight train into Anderson, Indiana in May 1953.  Photo by 
Jeremy Taylor NYCHS Collection.  (Incorrectly identified in our last issue as Shelby, 
Ohio. 
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The Ed Fudim Inc. Boxed Beef / General 
Meat Corp Building 

The reason for the two names on this 
building was that they represented two 
major tenants in this city constructed, 
cooperative building.  This was one of 
my favorite buildings on the Line. It 
reflected my sensitivity to commercial 
buildings that had esthetics beyond their 
utility.  Going up in 1939, it reflects a still 
stylish, Art Deco flavor and the belief 
that a place had to have some esthetic 
value as well as practical attributes to 
attract tenants. Today’s featureless, bland 
commercial structures are the antithesis 
of that old belief. 

 

View of Fudim buildings as modeled by Ron. 

Anyway, the elevator towers that 
punctuate the wide-loading dock roof 
and the decorative vent holes in the 
octagonal water tower enclosure are 
architectural touches that reflect in 
miniature the vertical towers of the city. 
Especially when seen in strong side 
lighting by sunlight, the effect is 
dramatic beyond the building’s purpose. 
The smooth tan stucco also offers a visual 
oasis in the confusion of the cityscape. 
Even the placements of the third and 
fourth story office windows on the 
eastern façade balance the eastern 
elevation as they play into the overall 

design. The seeming simplicity of this 
building belied the fact that it was hard 
to model. The seamless surfaces 
demanded exactitude and precision. The 
basic construction was accomplished in 
styrene, using the scratch and scribe 
method.  I used an extra heavy thickness, 
.125 to help keep the walls from warping.  
I then applied fine emery cloth with 
contact cement.  Days after applying this 
outer skin of emery cloth the walls began 
to warp.  A carpenter friend advised me 
that materials tend to warp when 
anything such as painting or laminating 
is done to only one side.  He suggested 
that I mount material in the same 
manner to the inside.  Fortunately I had 
not assembled the walls yet so doing the 
reverse side mounting wasn’t too hard.  
The biggest pitfall was the number of #11 
Xacto blades I went through.  The emery 
cloth almost dulled the blades on the first 
pass when making a cut.  I bit the bullet 
and splurged on a 100-blade box. It was 
all of $8.98 then. The edges of the walls 
had to be almost perfect as there was no 
going back and filling with squadron 
putty since the texture would never 
match.  The building’s loading dock 
contains the meat rail track for moving 
the halves and quarters of beef around.  
As an added touch, I scratch built and 
cast sides of beef to hang from this rail, 
indicating just delivered stock.  A scratch 
built, open door MDT reefer usually sits 
at this loading dock during operating 
sessions.  The refrigeration unit on the 
roof is of a more modern type than on 
the Armour Building, which required 
interesting parallel rows of supply pipe 
to move around and down the main 
elevator shaft.  The lower General Meat 
portion of the building, under the 

New York Central’s West Side Freight Line –Part II 

By Ron Parisi    Photos by the author except where noted 
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bridgework of the Line, features 
architectural glass block windows and 
fully detailed truck loading bays.  The 
roll-up-doors were also scratch built and 
cast. The building was airbrushed with 
Floquil colors and weathered using spray 
and chalks. Signage was as usual custom 
INT’s and ‘C’ prints. 

 

Street view of Ron’s model of the General 
Meat store of Fudim Meat Packing. 

Armour Packing Building 

This is the famous meat packer’s 
building with direct access to the Line.  
We all probably have one of their 
familiar reefer orange cars on our roster.  
This is a scratch built building using the 
scratch and scribe method of styrene 
building.  It was skinned with H&R 
embossed brick sheet. Grandt Line 
windows and doors were used with 
custom doors on the loading dock.  The 
dock features the scratch built meat rail 
system and numerous details.  A vintage 
scratch built cooling tower on the roof 
reflects an era before mechanical 
refrigeration as do the ice-bunkered 

reefers that delivered merchandise. 

  

View of Amour buildings cooling tower from 
across the tracks. 

The businesses seen below the viaduct 
are still there and reflect the small 
specialty concerns that dotted the 
district.  They were scratch built, as was 
most of the detail.  Signs were shot from 
actual signs on the prototype.  A 
scratchbuilt water tower and roof entry 
doorway are also found on the roof.  As 
elsewhere signage is custom INT’s and  

“C” Prints. The building was airbrushed 
and heavily weathered.  

                

            The Armour building’s north façade.  
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The Boyar and Williams Warehouse 

This is a kit-bashed City Classics 
building that has a lot of “city flavor”.  
The façade contains scaled signs 
indicating the tenants inside in a 
prototypical manner of that era.  Of note 
is the large multi-colored painted sign on 
the building’s eastern side.  The design 
was copied from the Baker and Williams 
sign further up the Line and is rendered 
in paint and custom dry transfers.  To me 
it has a very authentic look and adds 
immeasurably to the “city” feel.  The 
large steel water tank on the roof was 
entirely scratchbuilt.  The semi spherical 
bottom was taken from a deodorant 
spray can. Finishing method was as per 
the Fudim building.  

 

Boyar and Williams Warehouse buildings. 

 

 

Dannheisser Carton Company 

This is a highly kit bashed Magnasun 
model. Custom, dry-transfer painted 
signs are placed across the façade of the 
building, as was the custom until the 
midcentury.  A set of scratch built fire 
escapes adorns the front of the building.  
The roof contains authentic scratch built 
water towers so prevalent in New York.  
A large, vintage, custom art-deco framed 
Coca-Cola billboard is affixed to the 
north wall of the building in a typical use 
of a windowless lot line wall.  

     

       Coke sign on Dannheisser Carton 
building. 

Most of the paper paraphernalia in front 
of the building is scratchbuilt and typical 
of period merchandising methods.  

         

Paper goods stacked in from of the 
Dannheisser Carton building.  
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Jorm Supply Company 

This is a small two-story Design 
Preservation kit, detailed with custom 
signage and a storefront display behind 
the front store windows. 

              

Ron used a Design Preservation kit for the 
Jorm Supply Company building on the left. 

BUILDING-BY-BUILDING ON 
MODULE TWO 

Manhattan Refrigerating Company 
Building (MRC) 

MRC is a totally scratch built structure, 
based on the prototype building still in 
existence. This building filled the last site 
available to the company on the block 
bounded by West and Washington 
Streets on the west and east sides and 
Gansevoort and Horatio streets on the 
north and south sides.  The portion I 
have modeled was constructed 
contemporaneously with the Line and 
took full advantage of the opportunity 
the Line offered with a sheltered, 
elevated siding right on the west side of 
the viaduct.  It was built as a refrigerated 
warehouse without fenestration. 

As with many of my structures, after 
drawing the plans from scaled 
photographs and field measurements, I 

mounted blueprints of the plans to ¼” 
foam core then constructed a full size, 
scale 3-D mock-up of the building.  This 
mock-up allowed me to check the 
proportions and general look of the very 
large model.  This was important, as the 
building was scale compressed. Further 
it allowed me to check the fit with the 
viaduct’s roadbed and contiguous 
structures. The building started off with 
a 3/4” marine plywood inner structure 
for dimensional stability.  The experience 
of constructing larger buildings in 
styrene (i.e. Fudim) convinced me that 
large buildings do not hold up well in 
styrene no matter how much bracing is 
used.  This was especially true for a 
module structure that would be 
transported to many shows and take a 
beating.  It has held up extremely well, 
but of course its weight, not a problem 
when I was young, has become an issue.  
Module 2 weighs over 150 pounds. I put 
this on my list of things definitely to 
consider for my future modeling 
projects.  I am now constructing Free-Mo 
modules and trying to incorporate 
weight saving methods. 

The building’s plywood under-structure 
was skinned in scale embossed brick 
sheet (H&R) adhered with solvent 
contact cement.  I then created masters 
for the 20 odd architectural components 
such as decorative upper and lower 
columns, cornices, parapets and the 
decorative raised logo brick panels that 
would comprise the building 
entablature.   
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Ron’s master of the NRC brick logo panel. 

 

The actual building was also constructed 
during the time that commercial 
structures had a sense of style, as we 
discussed previously.  Materials used in 
the actual building’s construction 
included cream colored brick with off-
white, carved limestone to create a 
building that reflected pride and 
corporate largess in a manner hardly 
practiced today.   

I then cast (and cast and cast) all the 
parts that would be needed using the 
Alumilite resins in RTV molds.  There 
were over 200 pieces required.  After 
weeks (maybe months) of trimming, 
sanding and fitting the exterior assembly 
began.  I broke up that work by finishing 
the interior portions of the building 
including the trackside loading platform 
and the garage street level loading docks.  
Assembly took months.  The building’s 
interior was lighted, but intruding mice 
didn’t like that and during years in 
storage they eliminated it.  Beyond 
custom cast and created details many 
commercial products including those 
manufactured by Grandt Line, Redball, 
Alloy Forms, Scale Scenics Limited, 
Sheepscot, Mr. Plaster, Campbell, Ulrich 
and Preiser to name a few, were used. 

The large painted signs seen on the MRC 
building were accomplished by custom 
set and created INT’S (transfer type).  
The large three line sign on the north 
wall was relatively simple, once the 
proper condensed typeface was found.  
The main sign across the eastern façade 
was much harder and exhibits careful 
observation as to how real painted signs 
were done.  The eastern façade has five 
large columns that the sign must 
traverse.  To be seen properly from all 
angles the sign painters had to carry the 
letters around the edges of the columns - 
about 8” on the prototype and 1/8” on 
the model.  This was easily accomplished 
doing the black background with careful 
masking, but the white letters required a 
more laborious process.  Of course the 
columns were too wide to just not put 
lettering on the way freight cars went 
around braces on the car sides.  Further, 
as luck would have it, the words never 
ended so that the column was “the space 
between words.”  The way real sign 
painters solved this problem was to 
space out and paint the letters of the 
words on the wall surface as if the 
columns weren’t there.  They then would 
go back and wherever a letter was cut by 
a column edge, fill in from the column 
front surface along the side edge to the 
main front surface of the building.  This 
was easily accomplished with a straight 
letter, but a curved letter required some 
judgment and skill.  
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A close-up of the painted sign technique 

Clipping out and reducing ads and 
packaging as well as “scale 
photography” accomplished full color 
signs. The first module was started 
before color xerography became readily 
available so lots of the signs are “C” 
prints. The second module was able to 
take advantage of the newer technology.  
Some commercial signs were used 
including City Street Billboards (later 
Blair Line).  Scale photography is the 
term I coined when I set up a 
proportional grid on my camera’s 
viewfinder (it was removable so this 
could be accomplished easily with a 
scribed acetate screen).  I would then be 
able to step back or go forward to a 
predetermined distance until the sign or 
door or whatever was within the 
confines of the grid and know that when 
I ordered a 4” X 6” print it would be in 
proper 1/87 scale.  It is not only 
Kodachrome that they took away…my 
Nikons are now all retired also.  Digital 
photography of course has its own 
advantages that will be discussed in a 
future article. But an instruction book 
with 200 plus pages is not one of them. 

Standard Floquil paints were mixed into 
custom colors matched to chips of actual 

building brick and limestone (samples 
found on the ground of course, wink, 
wink) and were airbrushed onto the 
model. The building was mortared with 
a no longer available product called 
“Modelers Mortar.”  Besides H&R brick 
sheet, it is one of the products that I truly 
miss.  Airbrushing and chalks were used 
to weather the entire structure. Phew. 

 

Matthew Merritt Plating Co. / Michael 
Evan Machinery Building 

This is a scratch built building, not 
representing an actual building on the 
Line in this location, but rather 
incorporating features of a typical 
“daylight” factory building of the time.  
Some of these features include the shape 
of the angled roof parapet walls, the 
typical concrete frame work and the fill-
in brick walls punctuated with large 
metal framed windows.  The feature of 
tracks entering the building, again not 
prototypical at this location, can be 
found at several other locations on the 
Line--most notably at the Nabisco 
Building between 15th and 16th Streets 
and the Merchants Refrigeration 
Building between 16th and 17th Streets.  
This feature was incorporated here for 
interest.  

 

Tracks curve 
into the 
Matthew 
Merritt Plating 
plant. 
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It further represents a building whose 
use is not connected with the produce or 
meat business.  On its loading dock light 
machinery, manufactured within, is seen 
ready for shipment.  The unique window 
treatment has been previously discussed, 
as has the method for applying the 
painted signs across the façade. 

Webb Plumbing & Heating Supply 

This is a kit bashed “City Classics” 
building (actually two buildings joined), 
super detailed.  Features include an 
extensively detailed roof with scratch 
built water tower tanks on iron 
framework and pencil line simulation of 
“tar” lines on roofing material.  Ducts 
and ventilators were also fabricated to 
represent features typical of the era.  
Signage is extensive and comprised of 
custom dry transfers used to simulate 
painted signs in various stages of 
freshness.  A Coca Cola sign on the back 
of the building and not normally seen, is 
particularly authentic.   

           

The Webb Plumbing building is on the edge 
of the module and displays a couple of 
vintage signs on the side. 

I copied the sign from an old building 
down near the Holland Tunnel entrance 
that I am sure was visible from the 
original St. John’s Park Depot.   The 
buildings and the sign are long gone, but 
I created some record of their existence.  
Scale “C” prints and laser prints of actual 
vintage signs complete the look relevant 
to a plumbing and heating supply 
company of the late 1940’s.  The 
basement elevator in front of the 
building, complete with split, diamond 
plate doors and is scratch built.  The 
interior of the building was lighted.  The 
feeling of the building is extended with 
vintage trucks loaded with plumbing 
supplies such as pipes, valves, and 
bathtubs parked around.  Those 
materials are also stored out back, in and 
around the small storage warehouse.  It 
was airbrushed with Floquil paints and 
weathered with chalks and washes. As 
with the MRC building, many 
commercial and scratch built details 
were used. 

Small Webb Warehouse 

This is a modified kit by Campbell, 
heavily detailed to fit in with the main 
Webb Building as a back lot warehouse. 
As such it represents a time when 
nothing was thrown away but merely 
stored for potential future use. It is 
constructed of corrugated metal siding 
heavily weathered to represent age and 
benign neglect. It is set in a dirt yard 
with Woodland Scenics trees and 
surrounded by plumbing and heating 
related supplies such as pipe, steam 
radiators and pallets loaded with large 
valves. Telephone poles in disuse with 
dangling wires remind us of a time 
before all of New Yorks’ utility wires 
were buried under ground. Such poles 
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were found in lots and back alleys all 
over New York. The warehouse was 
finished as other buildings, just more 
heavily weathered. 

 

 

Ron detailed the back yards between 
buildings behind Webb Plumbing.  

The Texaco Gas Station 

This highly detailed, old City Classics 
resin kit has a scratch built, lighted 
interior.  Office details include wall 
shelves, a desk with a lamp, chairs, cash 
register, retail products and signage.  The 
repair bays feature wall mounted tire 
racks with new tires in them, work 
benches, free standing tools (vice and 
grinder) lubrication barrels, and a 
hydraulic lift.  There are vintage period 
gasoline product signs throughout.  
Outside, the art deco station sits on an 
asphalt site where the details include 
vintage outdoor signs, highly detailed 
gas pumps as well as various racks and 
boxes of gasoline-related merchandise.  
The lettering on the building and pumps 
is custom set and applied dry transfers.  
Period Texaco tank trucks decorated 
with custom dry transfers park here over 
night.  The vehicles are kits by Wheel 
Works, Williams, Sheepscot and Ulrich.  

Other commercial details are from 
Evergreen, Fine Scale Miniatures, 
Chooch, Scale Scenics Ltd, and Preiser 
among others.  

 

Ron used a City Classics Texaco station 
with a scratch built lighted interior. 

 

IN CLOSING 

I have spent years working on these 
modules. At a certain point I feel I 
became a historian, a keeper of a 
forgotten past, rather than a modeler. I 
have enjoyed both roles. The elevated 
portion of the Freight Line that my 
modules depict is a small segment of an 
almost forgotten dream that a few far-
sighted men had about relieving the 
congestion and making life better in 
Manhattan.  I was worried when the 
latest group of celebrities got together 
and talked about saving my Line and 
making it a park. I had lived through 
that fantasy in the 1980’s with Peter 
Oblitz. I was content now to be able to go 
there once in a while and just zone out, 
and continue my modeling. A move out 
of the city caused estrangement and I 
was angered when word got out that 
they were actually going to start the 
HighLine Park.  And where did they get 
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that name?  That was the name of the 
Pennsylvania Railroad’s elevated line 
into Philadelphia.   I am still a fan of the 
enmity that existed between the 
Standard Railroad of the World and the 
Water Level Route.  It took my son 
Matthew to calm me down and say at 
least it won’t be destroyed.  Of course he 
was right.  I have since come to enjoy it, 
though it is not railroad but chic, stylish, 
crowded, expensive New York. But I 
loved that for 60 years or so. 

Except here I loved being a trespasser, 
being in a place where few could 
venture.  It was my place of solace and 
quietude in the chaotic city…I have now 
turned my attentions uptown and 
become an avid rail-marine modeler and 
hope before I die or are incapacitated by 
old age to get a few more modules out of 
some of the facilities that were the life 
blood of the city that were in the 60th 
Street Yard.  And my final thought is that 
in some unintended way those planners 
and engineers of the last century finally 
had their dream come true; the West Side 
Freight Line is truly still benefitting the 
city and its population…. by providing a 
much needed respite as a park in the 
sky…. Ron Parisi, November 2011. 

 

Notice the empty space that 
follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your article and or photos 
could be here. 

 

 

 

 

 

This is what our publication 
will look like without articles 
from you!  Contact me at 
NYCBigFour@comcast.net  to 
be a part of our wonderful 
publication. 
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In the summer of 1948 a young father, 
desperate to calm a colicky first born (me), 
chanced upon the Barrytown, NY, station 
where the Central’s four-track main 
narrowed to two passing over the Tivoli 
Bay causeway.  I quieted down 
immediately and acquired a life-long love 
for the New York Central.  Some of my first 
memories are from subsequent visits, and I 
still return to the site of the long 
demolished station whenever I go home to 
the Hudson Valley.  It seemed natural for 
this affinity to evolve into modeling, and I 
have built several NYC themed layouts 
over the years. 

    
The industrial district consists of kit-bashed 
buildings from DMP, Walthers and Revell  
(Studevant Woodworking is two Superior 
Bakery kits that are 40 years old.)  The pillar 
crane is similar vintage and was one of my 
first efforts-it has been on three layouts. 
I grew up influenced by the great freelance builders 
like John Allen, Linn Westcott and George Selios, 
who attempted to capture an overall theme rather 
than exact geographic area. My layout, set in 1953, 
serves a small city, an estuary and a mountainous 
area.  There are hints of the Central’s Ulster and 
Delaware and White Water branches, but no real 
attempt to be specific. As the room is 12’ x 12’, 
with a notch for a chimney, there is no hope of 

replicating the Water Level Route in HO, so I 
chose to model a fictional NYC secondary line.    
 
In order to gain a bit more space, I cut a closet 
in half, yielding about a third more territory 
with storage space beneath.  During 
remodeling, the carpenters, intrigued with my 
plans, helped by curving the drywall for the 
corners. With a background in television 
production, I built a basic, dimmable lighting 
grid of track lights allowing me to get the 
effects I’m looking for.  They also can heat the 
room during the winter and make it unbearable 
in the summer.  I will eventually replace the 
lamps with LED’s.  I carpeted the floor and 
painted everything, including the ceiling, sky 
blue.   

 
Working around the perimeter and adding a bit 
more white with each pass, I progressively 
faded the blue to almost white at the horizon 
line.  The backdrop was chalked onto the sky 
and painted using techniques from Dave 
Frary’s How to Build Realistic Model Railroad 
Scenery, from Kalmbach.  I found I could go 
much faster by using a kitchen sponge to streak 
in the clouds and natural sea sponges to 
suggest the trees on the hills.   
 

 
 
 

Mike	  Fisher’s	  Fictional	  NYC	  Secondary	  Line	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Fisher	  

5421 on #3 at 
Indianapolis in 
spring 1954.   
Photo by 
Jeremy Taylor,  
NYCSHS 
Collection. 
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A sea sponge works well for suggesting the trees on 
the backdrop using three shades of green over the 
basic green/grey mountain outline.   By mixing and 
overlaying the colors it is possible to get interesting 
effects. 
 
Anyone who has visited the Hudson Valley 
will recognize the distant Catskills, which may 
be a bit much for such a small layout, but I like 
them. The city is cut from the various Walther’s 
paper backdrops - I think every layout has the 
City Box Company. Layout height starts at 52 
inches, which is my eye level sitting on the 
stool I use for operation.  While that may be a 
bit high, I’ve found that it works for me and 
reduces the damage from visitors, especially 
young ones.  

 
The track plan, a basic dog bone, was executed 
in Haddon Software’s “Empire Express” for 
Mac.  John Armstrong’s Track Planning for 
Realistic Operation, from Kalmbach, was 
instrumental in keeping me focused and out of 
trouble.  My “druthers” included the ability for 
continuous running while switching industrial 
tracks and branches.  Yards have long 
switching leads and there are several (maybe 

too many) passing/runaround tracks-which 
look a bit like double track, which I like. I used 
many curved switches, which are expensive, 
but made it possible for the plan to work.  The 
size of the room and my desire for a multilevel 
layout dictate 3% grades. This is not a problem 
with the short trains the overall layout size and 
consequent small yards dictate.  I built a 1-inch 
to 1-foot Foamcore version of the room and 
layout to make sure all would work.  A couple 
of the aisles are a bit tight but passable. 
 

 
The track plan is a folded dog-bone with passing 
sidings and yard and industrial tracks.  Maximum 
grade is 3% and with two exceptions the minimum 
turnout radius is #6 or the smaller radius of the 
Walthers curved turnouts. 
 
I wanted lightweight, sturdy bench work and 
in a fit of over-engineering and a with lot of 
experience in antique aircraft restoration (too 
many interests!). I built I beams with webs of 
3/16” luan plywood webs and 1-inch square, 
slotted cap strips. The bench work is supported 
by two sets of shelves, providing more storage 
space.  The risers are the usual 1” x 2” pine.  
After struggling with lousy sub-roadbed on 

Fictional	  NYC	  Secondary	  Line	  
(Continued)	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Fisher	  
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previous efforts, I decided upon ½” birch 
plywood.  
 

      
At this stage, all of the cookie cutter roadbed has 
been installed and the Homabed added. 
 

 
The I-beam benchwork is very light and strong.  The 
cap strips were slotted on a table saw and glues to 
the webs.  Two beam support each peninsula and 
smaller beams form the crosspieces.  The layout is 
attached to the walls and is supported by 
shelves.  The 1" to 1' planning model can be seen on 
the downsized closet.  The track light grid provides 
a good deal of flexibility in lighting the 
layout.  Also visible is the intrusive corner dictated 
by a chimney. 
 
I’ve never been happy with any of the methods 
of transferring track plans to the sub-roadbed 
and opted to print out a full size version, which 

I tiled onto 8.5 x 11 sheets and assembled.  The 
process consumed the better part of a ream of 
paper, several rolls of transparent tape and 
occupied the dining room table for a week of 
evenings. I used a ponce wheel to transfer the 
pattern to the plywood and do not regret the 
effort.  After “cookie-cutting” the sub-roadbed, 
I installed it on the risers being very careful to 
level them transversely and added California 
Roadbed’s, Homabed, sealed with latex paint.  
A hardboard fascia encloses the layout and 
there is fabric skirting to the floor held in place 
by Velcro strips. 
 
The track is Walters Code 83 spiked to the 
Homabed.  Most turnouts are hand thrown 
with Caboose Industries power routing ground 
throws. Where they must be at remote 
locations, music wire runs through Teflon 
tubing and carries the motion. Two exceptions 
use the ancient choke cable method as reaching 
them would put scenery and structures in 
jeopardy.  All track is painted following a 
multi-step process detailed in a Fine Scales 
Miniatures brochure about 20 years ago.  The 
end result makes the effort worthwhile. 
 
A NEC PowerCab DCC system powers the 
layout, and I took a lot of care to install heavy 
busses and feeders every three feet.  I also 
wired the frogs and around the pivots in the 
turnouts following instructions from Allan 
Gartner’s excellent website: 
www.wiringfordcc.com  As I get time, I’m 
gleaming the track, which provides remarkably 
good results. 
 
Locomotives are ready to run and rolling stock 
is a mix of ready to run and kits.  Eventually 
everything gets weathered.  Right now, the 
three, DCC-sound equipped locomotives are a 
BLI Hudson and USRA Mikado and an Atlas 
S3.  All were repainted and relettered.  When I 
get the time and courage, I’m going to add 

Fictional	  NYC	  Secondary	  Line	  
(Continued)	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Fisher	  
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DCC and sound to an ALCo models B-11 
switcher and a Bowser K-11 Pacific.  I have 
many DC locomotives waiting for time and 
resources. 
 

 
ALCo S series switchers are among my favorite 
locomotives.  This is a repainted Atlas with MRC 
DCC sound added.  The freight station is 
scratchbuilt in styrene and only needs the rooftop 
sign to be completed. 
 

 
 
Scenery is plaster cloth covered with 
Sculptamold.  I’ve found I can just keep 
working on a section from the dried cloth up 

through final ground cover.  It all dries out in 
about three days.  I carve or cast all my rocks in 
place. 

 
Structures are a mix of plastic and wood kits. 
Some have been on all three of my layouts and 
the Superior Bakery-based factory is over 40 
years old.  Almost all have been kit-bashed and 
there isn’t anything to which I won’t take a 
razor saw.  I’ve found that I can simulate wood 
very nicely by airbrushing the model with Dr. 
Ben’s Driftwood stain.  After it dries, I build up 
very thin acrylic color coats until they look 
right.  Everything gets weathered with alcohol 
and India ink followed by Dullcoat.  I make 
most of my own decals using Adobe 
PhotoShop Elements and an inkjet printer.  The 
industries are named for friends, famous 
modelers and in the case of one station, E 
Street, for my favorite band.  I really like Jordan 
Miniatures vehicles and wish the line would 
expand to include the transition era.  Figures 
are mostly from Preiser, which I buy in the 
bulk, unpainted version and paint. 

 
The almost completed city scene.  Some ground 
cover and much detail to be added. 
 
The layout is divided roughly into the thirds 
and as the city is the most complex, that is 
where I have been concentrating my efforts.  It 
is about 80% complete and I will be moving on 
to the other areas shortly.  My work schedule 
and other activities limit my ability to put 
consistent effort into the project and I tend to 

Fictional	  NYC	  Secondary	  Line	  
(Continued)	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Fisher	  

A Mikado gets 
topped off at 
the servicing 
facilities.  The 
coaling tower 
is stock 
Bachmann and 
the water 
tower is 
Walthers. 
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work in intense bursts during college breaks.  I 
joke it is a ten-year plan, which may be very 
close to the truth.  My current objective is to 
finish the city area and ballast, weather and 
gleam all the remaining track so that I can run 
some trains.  I have been photographing the 
layout since early on and recently tried using 
an iPhone and iPad.  I’m amazed at the results 
because the lens can get right down to scale eye 
level.  My tiny Jordan Erie B-2 steam shovel 
looks huge (and I can see defects I never knew 
were there (John Allen recommended taking 
photos to improve your modeling skills.)   

 
Two old Ladies meet at E Street station to 
reminisce about mainline glory.  Both are 
repainted BLI.  The station is an out of 
production kit with modified Atlas platforms 
configured to fit the curve. 
 
With retirement looming, I look forward to 
more modeling time and finally getting to a 
NYCSHS convention which always seems to fall 
too close to our finals week.  If I can ever find 
the right photographs, one day the Barrytown 
Station will be reincarnated in HO and the circle 
will be closed. 

                 

 You’re interested -- Great!  But how do you begin?  
Well, it’ll take a little creativity on your part.  That and 
some materials some from your local office supply 
store and some from the Society.    But the results can 
be more folks in the society.  And you can even have 
fun doing it.  If you are a little bit computer savvy, 
you can do most of it yourself.  If not, there are lots of 
vendors almost everywhere who can help. 

 
If you represent the Society at a show in your area, 
you’ll need something to grab the attendees’ attention 
–- a display.  Ideally, it should be attractive and eye 
catching.  It should be easy to move and to set up.  
And, since you and the Society aren’t made of money, 
it needs to be relatively inexpensive.   We can help 
with format ideas and other materials, but you will 
know something of your potential audience, and since 
that is regional, that’s where you come in.  Read on. 

 
          

I’ve just finished a “Dry Run” assembling a 
display (above) to help show how easy this is. I 
started with a small trip to Staples, and picked 
up a 35.5” x 46” white corrugated display for 
$5.99 and a 30” x 40” white foam board 
(optional) for $6.29. I then printed off the logos 
and information as large as I could from the free 
Society membership CD on standard size paper. 
I also created a sign for the society name (also 
from the membership CD) and printed that as 

Let’s	  Grow	  the	  Society	  
by	  Dave	  Mckay	  –	  Membership	  Committee	  

Fictional	  NYC	  Secondary	  Line	  
(Continued)	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Mike	  Fisher	  
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well. The next items needed are the membership 
applications, which are available for printing 
from the NYCS membership website.  

 
My layout for the display is pretty basic, and if 
you have a better idea, lay it out and try it.  This 
is the stage were you need to include any 
regional material you may have.  Photos, copied  
on a scanner are a wonderful way to attract 
peoples’ attention and you aren’t even using 
original photo prints.   If you have maps or 
drawings or anything else that says New York 
Central System, consider using it.  If you have 
some specific ideas for photos but don’t have 
what you want, contact me and maybe I can 
help. The society has a wonderful photo 
collection.  Avoid copying a photo directly from 
the Internet unless you get written permission 
from the site owner.  Most are copyrighted, and 
we don’t want you or the Society to be involved 
in a lawsuit! 
 

      
The next step was to cut the foam board into two 
12”x 20” easel boards, six 9” x 12” logo boards, 
and two easel stands (above). I glued the printed 
pages to the foam boards with Elmer’s glue. This 
wasn’t as easy as I thought. I ran a small bead of 
glue about ½” in from the perimeter of the pages, 
and centered them on the foam boards, using a 3” 
putty knife to spread the glue out after 

placement. I worked from the center out to avoid 
wrinkles. I had a wet sponge handy to wipe the 
glue off of the knife as I went, so as not to smear 
the printing.   I taped the easel stands to the back 
of the easels, and used some Velcro strips I had 
to hang the 9” x 12” foam boards to the 
corrugated display. You may want to glue or 
tape the logos and information directly to the 
display and eliminate the foam board step.  
 
To assist you in becoming a part of the  
“Membership Ambassador’s Club”, the NYCSHS 
has prepared a system for anyone to use who is 
interested in participating.  The source of the 
membership CD is me.  As the contact person for 
show membership support, I have copies of the 
“Central Headlight”, which I will send out free 
on request when registering for a show.   I have 
copies of the E-Zine for display as well.  My 
display is shown in the photo below. 
 

         
Now you have all you need to go to the show! 
Total elapsed time for my dry run was about 2 
hours.   Out of pocket expenses were less than 
$20.  I’ve found that show registration is usually 
quite easy, and there is a good chance it will be 
free, as we are a 501(c)(3) organization. I can send 
you the IRS form to qualify, along with the free 
“Central Headlights” for your table.  If your 
particular show isn’t free, the Society will 
reimburse you for your expenses. This includes 
 

Let’s	  Grow	  the	  Society	  
(Continued)	  	  by	  Dave	  Mckay	  –	  	  
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having the printing done by an office or copy 
shop, if you don’t have the facilities or want to 
do it yourself, as well as the foam board and 
corrugated display. (Check with Dave before 
you commit resources to be sure you will be 
reimbursed for the cost.) 

 
Two-day shows seem to get the best results, 
but if you have a local favorite, we will help 
you here as well. I try to “buddy up” with a 
friend to share the booth time. The shows I 
attend provide two free tickets, so I get a free 
weekend “at the show”.   It’s great fun and 
quite rewarding.  Don’t forget to put you name 
on the “referred by” line on the membership 
applications, so you can qualify for the 
membership credit of $10.00 towards your 
renewal. Now all you need is a show.  

 
We’ve put together a list of what we know, and 
we can help supply materials.  If you want to 
go for it, please contact me at 
mackdave@optimum.net.   I’ll work with you 
and help any way I can.  Having new members 
join the Society is the best way to ensure our 
future and provide the lifeblood we need to 
grow and thrive.   Try it –- you’ll like it! 

 
 
Engine	  is	  L-‐3c,	  3064	  on	  train	  1SY-‐2	  at	  
Greensburg,	  IN,	  March	  1955.	  	  Photo	  by	  
Jeremy	  Taylor,	  NYCSHS	  Collection.	  

Let’s	  Grow	  the	  Society	  
(Continued)	  	  by	  Dave	  Mckay	  –	  	  

NYCSHS 
Annual Meeting 
 

 

For the first time in our forty two year 
existence, the New York Central System 
Historical Society will have it’s annual 
meeting and conference in 
Elkhart/Middlebury, Indiana.  The fun 
begins at 9am on Friday May 4th and 
continues through 5 pm on the 6th. 

This promises to be a stellar event.  Elkhart 
was an operational hub for our favorite 
railroad.  Traffic from Cleveland, Detroit, 
and central Ohio/Indiana funneled into 
Elkhart for classification toward Chicago 
points and interchange to western 
carriers.  Today’s hump operation does 
much the same for Norfolk Southern except 
the flow from Cleveland now includes 
traffic from central Pennsylvania.  Hence, 
while we are having our Saturday festivities 
at the “National New York Central 
Museum”, NS will be humming at a 100+ 
train-per-day pace right next door.  You 
could not ask for a better place to have a 
railroad meeting! 

>> Download the registration form 
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I have a layout with 12 volt/16 volt DC power supply.  This is not enough power 
to have two sound-equipped E7 diesels pulling a fully lighted, nine-car Walthers’ 
20TH Century Limited train.  So, I had to make a choice of having a lighted train 
without sound-equipped diesel units, or a train with sound-equipped diesel 
units but no lighted cars.  There is, fortunately, a third option.  Change the 
passenger car lighting to low-milliamp light emitting diodes (LEDs) from the 
incandescent light bulbs that come with the Walthers interior light bar.  There are 
three bulbs per car, times nine cars.  This takes a lot of amps to run 27 
incandescent lights.  

Tools that are required to install LED lights in the rolling stock include a pencil 
soldering iron (25 watt), rosin core solder, a heat sink or metal haemostat, a pin-
vise with small drill, needle nose pliers, side cutting pliers, masking tape, and 
electrical tape. 

	    

I used Christmas LED mini-style strings that come in cool white or warm white.  
These were purchased at Wegmans grocery store (USA only, Canadian LED 
Christmas lights are sealed in their sockets). They were 60 LEDs per string for 
$10.00 as shown in the left figure on the next page. The LEDs were removed from 
the strings as shown on the photo on the next page.   

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
by	  Will	  Boyle	  -‐-‐Photos	  by	  Will	  

Will suggests the basic tools for this project 
includes: a pencil soldering iron, solder, heat 
sink, pin-vise, drill bit, needle nose and side 
cutting pliers, and masking and electrical 
tape. 
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After showing the two colors of lights to some local modelers, the preference was 
that the warm white (simulating incandescent lights) should be used for the 20TH 
Century cars, and the cool white (simulating florescent lights) for more modern 
equipment as in the photo below.	  

         

 

The LED lighting circuit diagram and parts list is pictured (next page left). The 
components include: one piece of 2” X ¾” inch perforated board, four 1N4007 
diodes, one 470 ohm resistor, one 100uF capacitor, and six LEDs.  (Photo next 
page right).  The average cost is under $6.00 per car.  The price will vary 
depending on where the components are purchased and the quantity that is 
purchased. 

 

 

Will’s older 20th Century 
Limited passenger car is 
lighted with the warm white 
LEDs while the more modern 
one uses the cool white LED.   

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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I used a strip of masking tape to hold the feeder wires parallel while I soldered 
the LEDs to them (figure below).  To prevent shorts, electrical tape was used to 
wrap the circuit board after the components were installed. 

	  

The LED lighting circuit 
diagram and parts list. The components included a perforated 

board, four 1N4007 diodes, one 470-ohm 
resistor, one 100uF capacitor and six LEDs. 

Will used masking tape to 
hold the wires parallel 
while soldering the LEDs 
in place. 

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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 LED lighting can be installed in the Walthers’ cars when not using a light bar. 
The LED lighting circuit can be attached with epoxy to the roof of the car at the 
points where the plastic locking tabs cross the roof, but this should be test fit 
before gluing.  The metal tabs that the Walthers light bar would rest on for 
electrical contact cannot be soldered. You must rely on a pressure fit connection.  
Remove the end of the car nearest the metal tabs by depressing the locking tabs 
that hold it in place, being careful not to break the tabs.  Drill two small holes 
above and to the inside of the metal strips.  Wires coming from the LED circuit 
are run through the holes and under the metal strips. The car end is snapped 
back in place, creating a good, tight, pressure fit.	  

 

The Walthers’ light bar can be easily modified for LEDs.  You will only require 
one 470-ohm resistor and three LEDs.  The clear tape that holds the light bulbs in 
the light bar can be removed allowing the bulbs to come out.  Wires from the 
light bulbs are soldered into the two strips of holes, which are located on the 
printed circuit board.  I decided to use the existing wiring as much as possible.   

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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Using the side cutters, I clipped one side of all the light bulb leads at one of the 
circuit board strips, and then clipped the other leads at the light bulb.  This left 
three wires to be soldered to one side of each of the three LEDs.  There are extra 
holes in each printed circuit board strips that were not used for the original light 
bulbs.  This allowed me to solder one end of the 470-ohm resistor in the strip that 
I had cut the wires from.  The other end of the 470-ohm resistor was attached to 
the other side of the three LEDs.  I taped the LEDs into the light bar, and then the 
light bar could be placed back into the car. 

I decided that the Lookout Lounge on the Creek observation car needed a little 
special attention (below). 

         

 

The extra holes in the circuit board strips allowed me to add a fourth LED.  This 
was to spot light the interior of the Lookout Lounge.  I drilled a 1/8” hole about 
½” inch from the end of the light bar that was over the lounge.  Rather than 
placing the LED in the drilled hole, I mounted it on top of the hole.  This gave the 
light in the lounge the appearance of coming from a pot light (above). 

 

	  

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  By	  Will	  Boyle	  

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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We will move on to other cars and leave the 20th Century with a picture of the 
LED lit 20th Century drifting down grade at Elgin.  Above, a Black Creek narrow-
gauge Shay pushes coal Jennies toward the tipple at Glenview.  Train 13, the Mail 
and Express, waits for the passage of the Century.  The Chesapeake and Ohio 
transfer waits patiently for all the traffic to clear to continue its switching chores.  

The photo below shows the 20th Century Limited running along the lower lever while a 
Black Creek shay positions coal Jennies for the coal tipple at Glenview on Will’s 
layout. 

 

Wiring the LEDs in the 
Lookout Lounge in the Creek 
observation car took extra 
care and attention.   

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  By	  Will	  Boyle	  
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The LED circuit used for the 20th Century and other Walthers’ cars can be used in 
passenger cars or cabooses of other manufacturers.  In brass cars, to prevent 
shorts, I used a double-sided foam tape to attach the LED light circuit to the roof 
of the car.  The major difference from the Walthers’ cars is how the track power is 
picked up.  There may be many ways to accomplish this.  I will show you two 
that I used. The first method is shown on a Shoreham Shops brass NYC coach 
that is equipped with Intermountain ball-bearing wheel sets (below). 

 

The axles on these Intermountain wheel sets do not have to turn as the wheels 
are already turning on the ball bearings.  I fashioned a wiper out of phosphor 
bronze weather stripping.  A very flexible wire was soldered to the wiper and a 
1/8” hole drilled in the center of the wiper.  A hole was then drilled in the car 
floor near the bolster, allowing the wire to be pulled into the car and soldered to 
the LED circuit.  The wiper was placed over the bolster and under the axles.  The 
screw with the tension spring was then reinstated.  The second method is shown 
on a plastic Branchline Pullman (photo next page). 

 

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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I modified Kadee coupler 634 centering springs (two per truck) by bending the 
sidepieces out to use as wipers.  A very flexible wire was soldered to it. The wire 
was then put through a hole drilled into the floor and soldered to the LED 
circuit.  The spring was cut to length and a hole drilled through the spring and 
bolster so that the wipers touched the back of the wheel sets.  The spring was 
then screwed in place.   

I will close with a picture of an LED-lit NYC brass caboose (below) and a parting 
thought: once you have installed lighting in passenger cars and cabooses, they 
now cry out for interiors and people. 

 

 

With LEDs installed in all of Will’s passenger cars, his next task will be to complete the 
interiors and add passengers.  We can look forward to another article by Canadian Will 
as he continues to pursue his passion for the New York Central. 

	  

LED	  Lighting	  for	  the	  20th	  Century	  Limited	  and	  Other	  Cars	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Will	  Boyle	  
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One	   of	   the	   challenges	   of	   being	   the	   editor	   is	  
finding	  NYCS	  modelers	  to	  contribute	  articles	  
for	  our	  publication.	   	   I	   find	  them	  in	  a	  variety	  
of	   ways	   and	   I	   found	   Jerry	   in	   the	   NMRA	  
Magazine.	   	   His	   article,	   “The	   New	   York	  
Central”	   in	  the	  October	  2011	  issue	   intrigued	  
me,	   so	   I	   contacted	   him	   and	   asked	   him	   to	  
contribute.	  	  He	  responded	  with	  the	  following.	  	  
(Editor)	  
	  
It is the love of trains that gets us into our 
hobby. Adding scenery provides a 
realistic setting for them to run through. 
Adding mini-scenes are like adding those 
extra details to your locomotives, only 
here it is to the scenic portion of your 
layout. 
  
Once you have put down your track and 
made sure it is operational, it is time to 
move beyond the plywood central stage. 
Adding mini-scenes will enhance your 
layout's appearance. What follows are 
some ideas for adding that extra amount 
of detail. 

	  

	  
The photo above depicts either the re-
opening of a closed branch line or the 
beginnings of its demise. Here you see the 
engine of the work train. The engineer is 

leaning out of the cab of the RS-3 to 
converse with those on the ground. It 
appears the speeder and its operator have 
just returned from a cursory tour of the 
line. The other workers are starting to 
clear away the brush, so the engine/train 
may proceed. 

 
Today we see the result of teenage 
exuberance (above). Speeding teens have 
been “pulled over” by the local police. 
Whether or not the driver will receive a 
ticket or just a warning may depend on 
the attitude of all parties involved. 
  
Mini-scenes can be created using 
commercial products that are sold to 
create the scene. Or you can develop 
your own. In either case, be sure to add 
extra details. These additions will only 
enhance the scene, while making your 
layout different from anyone else’s. 
 
A stalled car has caused a traffic backup 
in front of Union Station in downtown 
Metro. The fact that this is happening at 
rush hour as commuters are hurrying to 
get home makes an even larger problem. 
A tow truck has arrived to remove the 
offending vehicle. A policeman is 
holding up traffic while the car's owner 

Creating	  Mini-‐Scenes	  	  	  	  	  	  by	  Jerome	  Hall	  	  Photos	  by	  author	  
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is waving his arms in frustration while 
describing his predicament. It won't be 
long before the street returns to normal 
(below). 
 

 
Your mini-scene will appear more 
realistic if the people pictured are in 
natural poses that do not imply quick 
motion. A running person will look 
strange to a viewer since the runner 
doesn't continue moving. Two 
passengers standing and talking on a 
station platform will fool the eye more 
easily. 
 
The scene (below) shows citizens lined 
up for ice cream on a warm day. The 
scene tells a story the viewer sees as 
quite normal --people standing in line. 
 
 

.  

In this scene we see an ordinary event. 
The pick-up truck driver has arrived at 
the tire store to purchase a set of 
replacement tires.  
 
The scene shoes the store, the products, 
the customer, and the proprietor. 
Together these components compose the 
scene.  
 

    

 
 
However, a few extras can make it even 
better. Did you notice the squirrels 
playing on the Kelly Tires billboard, the 
rural mailboxes at the edge of the road, 
the propane tank, or the trash pile?  
 

 
Something as simple as this is normal 
and adds to the complete story.  I love 
doing my mini-scenes.  They bring my 
railroad alive. 

Creating	  Mini-‐Scenes	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Continued)	  by	  Jerome	  Hall	  	  	  
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The NYCSHS 2012 Annual Convention 

Details Now at the NYCSHS Website 

http://www.nycshs.org 

REGISTRATION 

May 4th – 6th 2012           $150.00 before April 1, 2012  $175.00 after April 1, 2012   

$189.00 for non-members, which includes a 1-year membership in the NYCSHS, plus four issues of 
the Central Headlight.  

LODGING AND HOTEL ROOMS 
Our convention hotel will be the Essenhaus Inn & Conference Center in Middlebury, Indiana. 
Rooms are $105.00 + tax and include buffet breakfast. Reservation deadline is April 1, 2012. After 
April 1, rooms will be $109.00 regular and $129.00 balcony, based on availability. For reservations 
call (800) 455-9471 and reference "NYCSHS Meeting" to get the special rate. Hotel reservations are 
your responsibility.  

The convention is headquartered at the Essenhaus Inn & Convention Center.  BRING THE WIFE 
AND MAYBE THE KIDS.  This is a very family-oriented facility.  The hotel is actually part of a 
“campus” that includes two Amish style restaurants (one buffet, one sit-down and order off a 
menu).  Warning:  the food is really, really, really good.  

There are also several stores on the campus.  You can purchase antiques, Amish quilts, knick-
knacks, and clothing while browsing the facility.  You can also purchase Amish buggy rides 
around the campus and neighborhood.  The grounds include two bridges (one covered) and a 
pond with a fountain.   You might want to schedule a day in advance or after the convention for 
family activities.  See our website for details of other things to do in the Middlebury, IN, area.  
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Photo Section  
The Observation Car  

Jim Six HO Scale Layout Photos 

Jim’s layout will be featured on the NYCSHS Annual Meeting tours. 

The through freight has 
passed and local pulls out 
of the connecting track 
with the old Winona 
Railroad. Yes, I need to 
weather the locomotive 
and Reefer. The New York 
Central coal hoppers were 
weathered by Tom 
Johnson. The depot is a 
temporary stand-in and 
will be replaced with an 
accurate New Paris depot 
using rapid prototyping.  

 

Shown here are Dave 
Fodness (left) and Bruce 
Berta watching 
northbound coal train 
extra powered by an L4B 
Mohawk pass through New 
Paris as their local train 
#73 waits in the siding. 
[Andy Laurent cell phone 
photos] 
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Photo Section  
The Observation Car  

Tom Bailey’s Kitbashing Steam Locos Part 2 

Coming in Next Month’s Edition 

The first of the 130 NYC H-7s were built in 1912, with the last coming in 1922.   Always a west end 
locomotive, they operated on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, the Big 4 and the Michigan 
Central, in the US and Canada.    Except for 12 LS&MS locomotives sold or scrapped in 1933, and six 
MC locomotives scrapped in the late 1930s, 112 locomotives were in service until 1950, with 15 still 
on the roster in 1957.   In fact, the very last active NYC steam locomotive was H-7e 1977, on the Big 
4 at the Riverside yard in Cincinnati, OH, May 5, 1957.  Even after total dieselization, five ex-Big 
Four H-7s remained stored serviceable for two years, but none ever ran again.  Photo provided by 
Tom.  Photographer, location and date unknown. 

Be sure to look for our next edition coming in July 2012 that will include another detailed 
article on kitbashing steam locomotives.  This will be the second in the series of an almost 
lost art.  Don’t miss this or any of the other interesting things we have waiting for you. 
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Photo Section  
The Observation Car  

Looks like a regular model Hudson tender but it is actually a photo of a hand build 
tender in 1/8th scale.  John has been working for several years on this beautiful model.  
He told us that he started with the tender because he was afraid if he started with 
the loco he would never build the tender.  The tender is complete, and he is working 
on the locomotive. Join John as he tells of his progress in the next issue. To get an 
idea of size, note the sawhorses under the plywood sheet support. 

John has made some good 
progress on the loco as you 
can see in the photo at the 
left.  You can get some idea of 
the size of the model by 
comparing it to the 
screwdrivers on the rack 
behind the front part of the 
frame for the Hudson.  John 
has an extensive machine 
shop and is well along with 
his model. 

John Gardner’s 1/8 th Scale NYC Hudson and Tender 

Join us in the next few issues as we watch John build a super model. 
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The New York Central System Historical Society is pleased to 
announce that their 2012 Annual Meeting & Convention will be held 
Friday, May 4th through Sunday May 6th, 2012, in Middlebury, IN, at 
the Essen Haus Hotel. Middlebury is 20 minutes from Elkhart, IN, 
where most of our convention activities will be centered. Our 
convention this year will have some focus on towers and interlockings 
and will feature many firsts for the NYCSHS. Highlights of the 
convention and meeting will be a tour and activities at the National 
New York Central Museum, a steam train ride on the Little River 
Railroad, layout tours, train show, presentations, silent auction, 
banquet, and some special surprises. Our guest speaker will be 
Maurice Lewman, retired NYC engineer, who will speak on his career 
as an engineer. Maurice was featured in the Central Headlight in a two-
issue article. This will be a chance for everyone to meet him and hear 
first hand the stories and happenings in his long career which covered 
both steam and diesel operations. 
 
For the modelers, this will be an opportunity to come and see some 
new projects the society is working on and to meet some of the people 
who are helping to expand this area, while other NYC fans can meet 
and talk with former NYC employees from different fields about their 
stories and experiences. 
 
Watch the website: www.nycshs.org for more information and 
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Pat Livingston at 
conraildisp@hotmail.com or Darwin Simonaitis at dfssas@msn.com or 
call (307) 237-3557.

As we travel through the fall, the NYCHS would very much like to 
include an article by you in the next issue that will be released in the 
July 2012 edition.  It will be hard to think about model railroading 
during these warm summer months, but we know that some of you 
continue to build models and run your railroads in spite of all of those 
spring flowers, grass and other fun things. If you are not building or 
buying things for your railroad; some of you are still running your 
trains.  So even if you don’t feel you can write an article, just send us 
some photos of your layout.  We need them for all of our publications, 
but to make the next one, send them to us by June 1, 2012. 

NYCSHS Annual Meeting Preview Of 3rd 
Quarter 2012 

issue 
 

A shot of John Gardner’s 
1/6 Scale Hudson J-1b 

frame under construction 

(Photo by John) 

In the next issue will be publishing 
an interview with Otto Vondrak. 

Otto is the webmaster for the 
NYCSHS and has several other 

interesting jobs in the railroad and 
modeling publication industry. 
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